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Bruce Barton's "Tribute to Kentucky
firiict' Barton, author u{ "The Man Xobody Knoivs," wrote this tribute to Kentucky for the "Parade of the States"
proijranis of the General Motors Corporation, part of an educational plan to make the country as a ivhoie better ac
quainted with the indii'idual stales—their history, scenic beauty, industries and people.
H, THE sun shines bright on my old Kentucky home," sang young
Stephen Foster to his bride on his honeymoon long ago. His words
have echoed around the world. And ever there are hearts to thrill
in kinship with the romance of Kentucky.
For people love to go back to Kentucky. One visit is never enough.
Daniel Boone crossed a barrier of mountains to hunt and explore and
recrossed them to induce others to return with him. James Harrod followed
to put up the first cabin in Harrodsburg, the town so stubbornly maintained that it established
the Ohio and Mississippi as American trade-ways, from which all our West traces lineage.
It was in Kentucky that George Rogers Clark planned his conquest of today's Middle
West, and Henry Clay grew to fame, and Jefferson Davis was born and married the daughter
of another Kentuckian, President Zachary Taylor.
A noble monument in the heart of old Kentucky enshrines the lowly cabin where Lincoln
was born. Here he returned to work out his life's destiny in troubled meditation in a friend's
Kentucky homej and later he married a daughter of Kentucky, Mary Todd.
There is a thrilling modern Kentucky of industry and agriculture, the Kentucky of rich
coal and mineral resources, of fine BurleV^jpbacco, of busy factories and broad roads and inland
waterways. It well deserves a tribute of fts own.
But tonight we prefer to speak of the Kentucky of beauty and of memory. The Kentucky
where Lafayette delighted to linger and Louis Philippe, Citizen-King of France, lived and
endowed the Bardstown cathedral with priceless paintijigs of Murillo, Rubens, and Van Dyke.
The Kentucky John Muir declared "the greeniest leafiest state I have ever seen . . . the Eden,
the paradise of oaks^" the Kentucky of John James Audubon, friend of all the birds.
This is the Kentucky of Mammoth Cave, of the Trail of the Lonesome Pine, of rivers and
streams and terraced green hills. Here are woodlands where the flowers never die and one may
hear the music of the mocking bird. And here are the cabins of that pure Anglo-Saxon, the
Kentucky mountaineer.
They are all part of the magic that draws us back. Back to the rolling green of the blue
grass, to the blood-stirring thrill of the Derby, to the hospitality that knows no bounds.
Is it time for you to go again? Go now, while the woods and waters are loveliest, while
the horses are running in the sport of kings, while the sun shines brightest on all Ken
tucky homes.
Kentucky's sons and daughters kfiow no sweeter place to live. Her guests can find no
friendlier place to visit. To Kentucky, gracious daughter of the Old Dominion, General
Motors bows in courtly salute!
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Man o' War statue in Belmont Park.
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PepperOasounes
100%
The speed, power, and pep of a thoroughbred
are found in Pepper Gasolines
They are refined in Kentucky, by Kentuck-
ians and from Kentucky crude oil
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Scenes On U. S. 42
"Valley of Little Kaintuck.**
-If.-v .,
Approaching Carrollton (U. S. 42). -Phi4et by Geo. R. Rolsen
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Kentucky A^ountain Scenery
From Lookout Peak, Pine Mountain, Letcher County.
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In the mountains of Southeastern Kentucky.
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Kentucky—The Tourists' Paradise
"t^ENTUCKY. with her convenient accessibility to
14 all sections of the country, with her rich variety
of scenic and historic interest, with her fine net
work of highways and railroads, is the tourists' paradise,"
says the introduction to the handsome tourist guide-book
issue by the Kentucky Progress Commission.
"Along the western borders flow the 'bewildering curves
of the Ohio,' declared by Thomas Jefferson to be the most
beautiful river on earth. Along the east and south stand
the mist-hung peaks and crags of the most picturesque
mountains in the United States. And in the enchanted
area between river and mountain, lies the Great Meadow.
Here are blue grass acres that have no rival for garden
like loveliness. Here are caves that stand with the won
ders of the modern world. Here are palisades that call
forth comparison with the famous cliffs of the Hudson.
Fertile fields and flower-filled woodlands make a fascinat
ing checkerboard outlined by Dorothy Perkins roses that
drape their blossoms along fences, and by brilliant trumpet
vines that clamber over ancient walls of stone.
"Those who love the chronicles of a land declare that
Kentucky's greatest natural resource is her history.
Young E. Allison says. 'Here in Kentucky we have a more
vivid history, with a more beautiful and picturesque set
ting for it. than any other state east of the Mississippi,
except perhaps Virginia. And Virginia's history is a part
of Kentucky's. Ours begins definitely with that afternoon
in 1769, when Daniel Boone, wearing the coonskin cap that
crowned him king of solitary adventurers, stood upon the
mountain summit of Cumberland Gap and gazed upon the
unrolled landscape of Kentucky—"The most beautiful
country my eyes ever looked upon." '
"To a strange and appealing degree, Kentucky has be
come, for the nation, the visible realization of home. The
visitors who travel these broad highways where once ran
narrow Indian trails, find them
selves under the spell of legend
and romance, find them
selves understanding why
it was that in Kentucky and
of Kentucky, Stephen Col
lins Foster wrote the
world's most beloved bal-
Highways that beckon
the tourist
—Cuskk
lad, *My Old Kentucky Home.' Here is a state that man
has cherished in word and in deed. 'His chronicles cele
brate it; he sets it lovingly like a jewel in his romance,
dramas, verse, prose, song; he graces it with his best in
architecture; his roads and gardens bring it alike into his
hours of work and of ease; in fine, he garlands it with his
imagination, weaves it into his life century after century,
until it comes to smile upon him from the heart of his
history and literature, as well as upon his daily present.' "
Highways the Key to Treasure Chest
Today Kentucky's splendid State-wide system of 6,000
miles of hard-surfaced roads opens a Pandora's box of
touring treasures that was long locked to the outside world
and to Kentuckians themselves. Even Mammoth Cave,
one of the wonders of the world, was still reached only
by railroad when the motor age arrived. Now ninety per
cent of the endless attractions to be found from the Big
Sandy to the Mississippi are reached by good highways
that are all part of a gigantic network that can be readily
entered from any point of the compass.
And Kentucky highways are not merely roads of travel
—not merely a colorless stretch of concrete, asphalt or
macadam over which one hastens to the next touring objective, buoyed by expectancy to discount the lack of
travel attraction en route. Almost every mile of highway
in Kentucky unfolds a new and delightful picture—a
charming Colonial home, a vivid tree-dotted blue grass
pasture, a picturesque river, a towering cliff, the blue
haze of distant mountains, a mighty cataract, the open
mouth of a great cavern, a
memorial to a President, an
Indian or Civil War
battlefield, a "culti-
t
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\^orks Of The "A/laster Artist
M
Natural Bridge at Carter Caves proposed State Park.
Breaks of Sandy proposed State Park.
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vated" wildflower garden, a restored fort of pioneer days, a
mammoth natural bridge, playful colts and sleek thorough
breds. prize-winning cattle, birds filling the balmy air with
music, flowers and blossoms even where. and the happy
smile of a hospitable Kentuckian waving you welcome.
There's romance in every Kentucky highway, be it in
the Mountains, the Blue Grass, the Reargrass. the "Penny-
rile" or the Purchase. Tlie stone fences that line most
of the highways, built a century ago by the slaves, furnisli
an attraction de luxe themselves. Covered with moss and
vines, flanking the highway on one side and cool, shady
trees on the other, they furnish a striking border to the
ever-passing kaleidoscopic view—the "atmosphere" to the
great outdoor setting. Truly. Kentucky—all Kentticky—
is Intriguing.
United States Highway No. 60
It is impossible, in undertaking to mention specifically
the number and variety of attractions to be found on Ken
tucky's highways, to do more than name them. The futility
of entering into description is apparent when one catalogs
the sights alone to be found on any one highway in its en
tirety.
U. S. Highway No. 60, for instance, is 524 miles in
length, extending from the mountains on the eastern bor
der of the State to the lowlands on the Mississippi river,
and passes through the Mountains, the Blue Grass, the
Beargrass. the "Pennyrile" and the Purchase. It is a part
of transcontinental U. S. Highway 60. starting at Virginia
Beach on the Atlantic and terminating at Los Angeles oh
the Pacific, and also the Eastern Park to Park Highway.
Entering Kentucky on the east at Catlettshurg. where
the Big Sandy pours into the Ohio River, the rugged
rocks and hills of the vanishing Appalachians to the east
soon merge with the "cave country" of Eastern Ken
tucky. A group of caverns, known as Carter Caves, where
also is the largest natural bridge in the State, and another
group, known as Cascade Caves, are but one to four miles
from U. S. 60. between Grayson and Olive Hill.
Then, in order, are such scenic and historic spots as
Tigeft creek at Olive Hill, the Knob Lick formations, the
old Owings House at Owingsville. Olympian Springs—
once operated by Henry Clay, old Slate Run furnace, the
scene of "Estill's Defeat" at Mt. Sterling, the home of
Governor Clark at Winchester, and near here the site of
old Fort Boonesborough and the Natural Bridge State
park. Approaching Lexington, at the roadside, is the
"Hamburg Place" horse graveyard, where are buried
"Nancy Hanks" and many other famous racers. A horse
shoe shaped stone wall around the cemetery, with "Nancy
Hanks" monument in the center, is apt to immediately at
tract the passing tourists to this unique spot. Here at
"Hamburg Place" is where polo contests are staged each
season.
At Lexington, surrounded by thoroughbred farms re
nowned the world over, are the University of Kentucky
and old Transylvania College. "Ashland" the home of
Henry Clay, the home of Mar>^ Todd—President Lincoln's
wife, the home of General John H. Morgan—now a Con
federate museum, the old home of Levi Todd, scenes of
the lives or visits of Henry Clay, General Lafayette, Presi
dents Madison. Monroe and Jackson, Joel T. Hart and
other notables, sites of taverns where many historic scenes
were enacted, including meetings by Aaron Burr and his
fellow "conspirators." historic Cheapside and the tomb of
Henry Clay. Near Lexington is historic Bryan Station.
That the tourist may readily sense the fact that he is
in the center of the glamorous "horse country." the high
way entering Lexington from the east passes the century-
old running race track, the oldest in America, and in
leaving Lexi'^'^ton passes within sight of the trotting race
track, scene «if the annual Fall Grand Circuit meeting.
Expansive thoroughbred farms, including historic
"Keeneland" where Lafayette stopped, line both sides of
the highway from Lexin^on to Versailles and for several
miles beyond. At Versailles is the site of the inn con
ducted by Henry Clay's mother, and near the city are the
noted farms of the Camdens. the Alexanders and the
Simms, the Colonial home of Colonel Thomas Marshall,
the tomb of Marquis Calmes and the Kentucky River hills.
On the way to Frankfort, other noted farms are passed
and a short side trip reaches "Buena Vista," the summer
Typical «cene in the BlueRrass.
Pafe Ele\'en
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Highway And River
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home of Mary Todd, where Abraham Lincoln and hiswife
visited when in Lexington in the summertime.
Frankfort, the capital city, not only enjoys a gorgeous
scenic setting, nestled in a valley of the Kentucky River
that is completely surrounded by hills, but is full of his
toric interest. South Frankfort spreads fan-like around
Kentucky's imposing and beautiful new State Capitol,
while North Frankfort, laid out by General Wilkinson.
Revolutionary soldier—and who was linked with Aaron
Burr's empire dream, has many shrines, including
"Liberty Hall," designed by Thomas Jefferson: the cen
tury-old capitol. designed by Gideon Shyrock, who left
as a memorial to his genius a self-supporting circular
stone stairway not duplicated in the United States, and
the State Cemetery, the "Westminster Abbey of America."
The old State Capitol houses the priceless museum of the
Kentucky Historical Society, and as admission is free,
thousands of visitors inspect the exhibits and the quaint
building itself annually. The State Cemetery, located on
a hill overlooking the Kentucky River, the city and the
new Capitol, is famous as the burial ground of some of
Kentucky's leading historical figures, including Daniel
Roone, the intrepid pioneer; Colonel Richard M. Johnson,
a Vice President and reputed slayer of the great Tecumseh;
Major Theodore O'Hara, Mexican War hero and author
of the "Bivouac of the Dead;" Major Henry T. Stanton,
author of "The Moneyless Man;" Colonel Henry Clay, Jr.,
who fell at Buena Vista; Joel T. Hart, world-renowned
sculptor; James Francis Leonard, the first telegrapher;
k
eight United States Senators, nine Governors, four Minis
ters to foreign countries, four Naval comjnanders, three
United States District Judges and many other notables.
Near Shelbyville the highway, following the route of
the stage coaches, over which (^neral Lafayette traveled
in 1825, passes the old Cross Keys Inn. Near Shelbyville
is the site of Squire Boone's Station.
Continuing toward Louisville, the highway passes the
scene of Floyd's Massacre of Indian days. Not far away
is the home and tomb of General Zachary Taylor, twelfth
President of the United States, whose daughter married
Jefferson Davis, President of the Confederacy. On an
other road near Louisville is the house in which Jefferson
Davis was married.
Louisville, famous for its system of public parks, has
none more beautiful than the one that skirts tJ. S. 60—
Cherokee Park—as the highway enters the city. Cave
Hill Cemetery, where is buried General George Rogers
Clark, also skirts the road just beyond Cherokee Park. It
was from Louisville, the "Falls City," that Clark organized
his expedition known in history today as the "Conquest of
the Northwest." The Museum of Fine Arts and the cen
tury-old Shyrock-built courthouse should be visited.
Churchill Downs, the scene last month of the Fifty-eighth
Kentucky Derby, when nearly 50,000 sports lovers came by
airplane, motor, train and steamboat to witness this excit
ing classic, is included in most sight-seeing trips. The
"falls of the Ohio," thov^h not as turbulent as in the days
of the pioneers, are still an attraction, as is the U. S. Life
i
Gypsum formations in Mammoth Cave. Caiifirlr] Pr
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The Top Of The Pinnacle
a', ••3?
Pinnacle Kock and Elephant Head (at left) on Pinnacle Mountain.
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Saving Staliuii al the river iroiil—ilic unly inland Coast
Guard station in the United States.
Beyond Louisville is Fort Knox, a thoroughly modern
iniHtary reservation, where this fall there will be assembled
several hundred airplanes in army maneuvers.
At Cloverport the visitor will be shown where the
Lincoln family crossed the Ohio River to Indiana. Com
missions appointed by Kentucky, Indiana and Illinois
have planned a highway over the route from Abraham
Lincoln's birthplace, at Hodgenville, to Springfield, III.,
where the "great Commoner" is buried.
Near Owensboro the highway passes beautiful Indian
l^ke. In the vicinity of Owensboro is "Deer Park." an
interesting zoo. At Henderson are the scenes of John J.
Audubon's operation of his "infernal mill," and tablets
erected to the memory of Colonel Richard Henderson,
founder of the city, and the Transylvania Company.
N^ar Smithland is the grave of Mrs. Lewis, Thomas
Jefferson's sister, and just beyond the historic old Butler
home. After having crossed every other river in Ken
tucky in its course across the State, the highway in this
section of far western Kentucky crosses the Cumberland
and Tennessee Rivers. It touches the Ohio River at sev
eral f>oints and leaves Kentucky at the Mississippi, "Father
of Waters."
Paducah, metropolis of the "Purchase" and home of
Irvin Cobb, has many interesting sights, the chief of which
probably is the "Wild Flower Patch," widely-heralded
garden of Mrs. Charles de Werthern. The garden con
tains over 125 different wild flowers, all collected in West
ern Kentucky.
At Wickliffe is the largest inland enibayment in the
world—the confluence of the Ohio and Mississippi rivers.
In the vicinity, on the great bluffs overlooking the Mis
sissippi, is the site of Fort Jefferson.
m
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United States Highway No. 23
Beginning at the east end of the Stale, the hr&t truiik
route north and south is U. S. 23. Entering at Fullerton.
where rare pre-historic skeletons have been unearthed,
the highway passes through Ashland and takes a direct
course south through the Big Sandy valley. A combination
of river and hill scenery, constantly recurring, seems to
reach its greatest splendor in each instance as the highway
jjasses through each of the prominent county seats on the
route—Louisa, Paintsville and Pikeville—and culminates
in a glorious setting of lake and mountain at Jenkins, be
fore passing through historic Pound Gap into Virginia.
Twenty miles south of Ashland is the scene of the annual
American Folk Song Festival.
The southern end of the Kentucky section of this trunk
highway will soon prove the lodestone for travel over the
entire route, when the "Breaks of Sandy" State Park, a
project at present attracting the attention and co-operative
effort of both Kentucky and Virginia, is acquired and is
accessible by road. This rugged mountain gap southeast
of Pikeville, on the Kentucky-Virginia line, is one of the
major scenic attractions of the entire State. At Pikeville
is the house where Garfield took the oath as general.
Two scenic routes, Ky. 40 and Ky. 15. connect the Big
Sandy with the Blue Grass.
U. S. 123, "The Rhododendron Highway," affords a
continuation of U. S. 23 within the State for those who
want to see Kentucky's highest mountains. Leaving
U. S. 23 at Jenkins, this route is for many miles in the
heart of the "Trail of the Lonesome Pine" country. At
Cumljerland, a short side trip takes one over Black Moun
tain. highest in the State, and to Big Stone Gap, Va., the
home of John Fox. Jr., author of "The Trail of the Lone
some Pine." The highway, flanked by the Cumberland
[Contimed on page 42]
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Reeifoot Lake, Western Kentucky.
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Kentucky's Noted R
-ivers
Ohio River at Cov>
inffton.
Kight: Ohio River
at Maysville. ^
Cumberland River below WilUamsburg.
The Big Sandy meets the Ohio River
Rockcastle Rtver.
Ohto River at Car
rollton.
Big Sandy in Floyd County.
The Licking River at Cynthiana
Kentucky River at Irvine.
/•'oge Sixteen
Clays Perry on Kentucky River. Palisades of the Kentucky River.
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The Rivers Of Kentucky
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Ohio River front at LouiBville. Tradewater River, Western Ken
tucky.
Cumberland River at Eddyville.
ifcCWA'*.
Ohio River at Paducah.
Ohio River at Uniontown.
m
Green River, near Bowling Green.
Mississippi River at Hickman. Cumberland River at Kuttawa.
Tennessee River at "Hillman Ferry."
Ohio River near HawesviUe.
—J. S. Owslry
Sunset on Ohio River at Owensboro.
Page Seventeen
Kuttawa Lake at Kuttawa.
Lake Herrington.
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Lakes In Kentucky
Lake at Jenkins.
Below: Lake at
Natural Bridge Park.
Left: Indian Lake
near Hawesville.
Right: Fish Lake,
Ballard County.
^-v
South Park Lake, Louisville.
Pern Lake, Middlesboro
Lake at Earlington. Reelfoot Lake.
Page Eighteen
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In The Hills Of Old Kaintuck
Ky. 40 cuts through the hills near Salyersville. FHm StMdio, S^ytTsviUe, Ky.
Rhododendron in th« mountains.
© Cavfield fi' Shnni
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Boy Scout Camparall In June
Second Annual
Event To Be Staged
At Frankfort June 9
-U.—Scenes Of Last
Year's Camparall.
Right: Head of Parade
on Capitol Avenue.
I
One of the drym corps.One of the trumpet corps.
rrrrrr
The "tented city" of Boy Scouts on State Capitol grounds.
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A/Iountain Laurel Festival In June
Second Annual Event To Be Held At Clear Creek Springs June 11-12—Scenes At Last
Year* 8 Festival
I
Princesses selected by Kentucky colleges.
Some of the automobiles.
The Queen crowned last year, Miss
Betty Baxter.
Left: The crowd watching the folk
dances.
Below: Magnolia or Wahoo blossom.
Page r»en/y-on«
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American Folk Song Festival
Tf^PSlH worwM
Jean Thomag and her cabin.
Bunyon Day's "Mountain Minstrels.'
Paje TtBenlyftwo
The Musical Martins.
The scene of the festivaL
m
Jilson Setters, playing and sing;ing, and Miss Thomas record
ing words on machine.
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Folk Song Festival Colorful June Event
Junecalendar of interesting events in Kentucky,
I including the Mountain Laurel Festival, the Boy
Scout Camparall. the ever-impressive pioneer celebra
tion at Fort Harrod and nun-^rous other affairs in towns,
country-side and State Parks, holds none in prospect more
colorful than the second
annual American Folk Song
Festival in the Big Sandy
Valley.
The American Folk Song
Society was organized last
year and the first festival was
attended by 5.000 visitors.
The society, which has in its
membership some of the most
distinguished men and women
in the country, was organized
to perpetuate American folk
songs and to stimulate in this
and coming generations a pro
found love for American folk
song music.
All of the participants in the
festival, except four ladies
who constitute the cast of the
"Infare" scene, are mountain
folk who have never had a
lesson in music but have
learned their priceless art of
ballad singing from their forel)ears. The music also has
been lianded down to them similarly.
The annual festival is held at the cabin of Miss Jean
Thomas, located twenty miles south of Ashland and just
two miles from the Mayo Trail, in a picturesque setting.
In Kentucky peculiar names ofttimes are given towns,
mountains, creeks and even cabins. Miss Thomas cabin
is no exception. She is the author of Devil's Ditties and
several magazine articles. Her first story, which appeared
in a prominent magazine several years ago. was called
"Traipsin' Woman." When
first the author went into the
mountains of Kentucky as a
court stenographer, mountain
folk called her a "traipsin'
woman" because she went
from court to court with a
"jedge and a passel of law
yers." The name stuck to
her, and now naturally her
little cabin bears the same
name.
The program to be pre
sented on a large stage in
front of the cabin, under Miss
Thomas' direction, will open
with an authentic musical
adaptation of the "Infare" in
cluding three Elizabethan bal
lads which were used for
festive occasions even before
the fiddle came into favor in
the pioneer life of America.
Then, in successive order,
there will be introduced by mountain ballad singers and
string musicians the various steps of musical history in
America—the dulcimer, oldest of musical instruments to
be brought into the "Wilderness"; a group of ballads, the
[Continu-ed on page 44]
The "Infarc" cast—Mrs. Roy Pope, Mrs. Iley Baker
Browning, Mrs. H. H. Meade and Mrs. Kendall Seaton.
S
The Ladies in Waiting—Attractive feature of festival
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Scenes At ilderness Road Park
m
On Site of Defeated Camp, left to right: L. B. McHargue, Nathaniel
Byble, who discovered the large pewter platter shown in picture; Mrs.
Darnell, Nat B. Sewell and Chas. A. Chandler.
In the woods of Levi Jackson Wilderness Road Park.
Right: Gravestone of John Freeman, Revolutionary soldier and first settler.
The Jackson homestead, originally the home of John Freeman. The main part of the house was built in 1792.
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Kentucky's Latest Park Opens This Month
Levi Jackson "Wilderness Road State Park in Laurel County Adds
Tenth Link To Statewide Chain.
By L. B. McHARGUE
London, Ky.
rnpHE Cumberland region—that great area made sacred
I by the blood of the pioneers who wrested from the
Indians the "Dark and Bloody Ground" and moved
onward to the conquest of the "North West" and yet
onward to the Pacific—will this month contribute the
latest addition to an already noteworthy chain of recre
ational spots in Kentucky—the Levi Jackson Wilderness
Road State Park No. 10.
Located directly on the old Wilderness Road in Laurel
Countv, three miles south of London and less than a half
mile from U. S. Highway 25, the
Dixie Highway, it tells a mute
story of the dangers of the trail-
blazers and many of those who
followed after them. Trees that
still bear the scars made by the
axes of Daniel Boone and his
intrepid band in 1775, marking
the trail into "the Wilderness,"
likewise bear holes of the bullets
from the rifles fired both at and
by the Indians, lurking behind
these trees, waiting to kill the
white invaders of their choicest
hunting grounds.
The park, comprising about
350 acres, lies between Little
Laurel and Big Laurel rivers, 96
miles south of Lexington and 64
miles north of Cumberland Gap.
Here on the bank of Little Laurel
was the scene of the worst Indian
massacre between Cumberland
Gap and the Kentucky River
territory, known as "McNitt's
Defeat" or "The Defeated
Camp."
stationing a single sentinel to guard their camp, or warn
them of the approach of an enemy. In the midst of the
night, when the fatigued and jaded travelers were wrapped
in the most profound sleep, the savages attacked them,
killed and scoped more than half of the company, num
bering altogether about 40 persons. A man, his wife and
two children of the company became sepxarated at the
instant of the alarm. The mother with her youngest child
effected her escape to the woods and made her way back
to the camp of Mr. Eastin. The father also escaped and
in a short time afterwards
reached the settlements. The
eldest child was slain. Two weeks
after the arrival of the Eastins
in Kentucky, the husband and
wife were reunited, each suppos
ing up to the period of their
meeting the other to be dead."
In Z. F. Smith's History of
Kentucky, Bishop Asbury makes
the following statement in giving
an account of his experiences
while on his way from Virginia,
through the wilderness to Ken
tucky to hold the first M. E.
Church conference that was ever
held in Kentucky, at Masterson's
Station.
"A vohxntary company, Rev.
Peter Massie, Jolin Clark, and
eight others guarded the Bishop
from Virginia. On the seventh
day of their journey, they
reached Richmond, and on the
tenth, Lexington. Bishop Asbury,
alluding to the journey, says: 'I
was strangely outdone for want
of sleep; our way >vas over
rivers, muddy creeks, thick
mountains, steep hills, deep
growth of reeds for miles to
gether, and no inhabitants but
wild beasts and savage men; I slept about one hour the
first night and about two the last; we ate no regular
meals, our bread grew short and I was much spent for
want of sleep.' On his way he saw the graves of the slain
24 in one camp who had a few nights previous been mur
dered by the Indians; thus, the fresh graves of the dead
signaled the perils that awaited them."
The above, no doubt, refers to the Defeated Camp, as
there is no historic^ or traditional record of another
massacre of this magnitude as having taken place at any
point between Cumberland Gap and Richmond. Ky., on
the Boone Trace.
Another reference by Collins says;
"In October, 1786, a large number of families traveling
by land to Kentucky, known by the name of 'McNitt's
[Continued on page 45]
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The Defeated Camp
The oldest record of the hor
rible massacre appears in Collins'
History, from the account by
Mrs. Keturah Taylor, wife of General James Taylor^ as
follows:
"Mrs. Taylor removed to Kentucky in 1784 in company
with a large party of immigrants, among them the Rev.
Augustine Eastin of Bourbon County, Kentucky, who
married an elder sister. In their progress through the
wilderness and after they had made their encampment for
the night, the party of Mr. Eastin was overtaken about
nightfall by a large body of immigrants, who were seeking
new homes in Kentucky. Mr. Eastin advised this party
to encamp with him, as Indian signs had been discovered
during the day, and there were strong reasons to appre
hend an attack; the party, however, disregarded the warn
ing, and having traveled about one mile farther made their
encampment. From some unexplained cause, probably
incredulous of any danger, they retired to rest without
Mrs. Emma Guy Cromwell, Secretary-Director,
Kentucky State Park Commission.
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Kentucky State Highway
U. S. 23—From Fullerton to Greenup. gravel; Greenup to
Ashland, paved; Ashland to Louisa, paved; to Paintsville,
stone: to Prestonburg, paved; to Allen, stone: to Pikeville,
paved; to Jenkins, paved, gravel, traffic bound and black top;
to Virginia line at Pound Gap, black top.
U. S. 25—Covington via Williamstown. Georgetown. Lex
ington, Richmond. Mt. Vernon, London to Corbin all paved
and black top. U. S. 25-W—Corbin to Tennessee line, black
top surface and paved. U. S. 25-E—Corbin to Cumberland
Gap. paved and black top.
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U. S. 27—Paved from Newport to Burnside, thence stone
and paved to Tennessee State line.
U. S. 31-W—Louisville via Elizabcthtown, Bowling Green.
Franklin to the Tennessee State line all paved. U. S. 31-E—
Louisville via Bardstown, Hodgenville, Bear Wallow. Glasgow.
Scottsville to Tennessee line all paved.
U. S. 41—Henderson to Poole road open. Poole to Dixon
road impassable in wet weather. Detour by way of U. S. 60,
Henderson to Corydon, to Morganfield. to Sullivan, concrete:
Sullivan to Providence, bank gravel; Providence to Madison>
.< ir sv .1.
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Department Road Bulletin
ville. concrete: Madisonvillc tu Harlington, concrete; Earling-
ton to Mortons Gap. bank gravel; Mortons Gap to Norton-
ville retread; Nortonville to Mannington, bank gravel; Man*
nington to Croftons Lake, rock asphalt and retread; Croftons
Lake to Hopkinsville. bank gravel. U. S. 41.E—Hopkinsville
via Guthrie to Tennessee State line, black top and asphalt.
U. S. 41-W—Hopkinsville via Edgeton to Tennessee State
line, black top.
U. S. 42—Covington to Ghent, paved; Ghent to Carrollton,
blacktop surface; Carrollton to Jefferson County line, concrete;
black top to Louisville.
U. S. 45—Paducah to Fulton via Mayfield, all paved,
U. S. 51—Wickliffe to Fulton, all paved except six miles
good gravel between Arlington and Clinton, in Hickman
County.
U. S. 60—Ashland to Lexington, all paved; Lexington to
Louisville, all paved: Louisville to Owensboro. paved; to
[Coutimted oh page 45]
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Scenes At Cumberland Falls
View from Lovers Leap of the Falls. The gorge below the Falls
The pool below the Falls. View from Center Rock below the Falls.
•V '• •ir
Below the Falls—Valley of the Big Rocks.
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Cumberland Falls Has Gorgeous Setting
By Ledford Perry
Honeybee, Ky.
OXE of the most alluring, if not the most impressive
natural scenic attractions of the country is the re
nowned Cumberland Falls State Park. Each year
it is the objective of thousands of tourists and sight-seers,
and the irresistible appeal to this l)eautiful country makes
most of them periodical visitors. To those who love the
indescribable beauty of undefiled Nature, it is readily
understood why the Park continues to lure an ever-increas
ing stream of sight-seers yjear after year.
Many of these visitors come mainly to admire the pic
turesque beauty of the Falls, which is, of course, the
Park's chief attraction. They are thrilled and awed by
these turbulent waters rolling so majestically over the rim
of the precipice and falling nearly ICX) feet with a dull,
muffled thunder that can be heard for miles. They are
amazed by the ever-varying shapes of heavy mist that
floats upward, forming a dazzling rainbow in the sunlight.
Anyone seated on the edge of the precipice with feet
dangling over it will feel as if suspended in midair as he
watches the eddying, whirling, foam-flecked river as it
continues its tortuous way down the valley.
While this wonderful waterfall is indeed one of rare
beauty and well worth going far to see. sight-seers must
not overlook the fact that the Park is a composite of many
other attractions as well. Everywhere is unrivalled
scenery. During the summer the surrounding forest is
transformed into a bright confusion of green foliage.
High, heavily timbered bluffs guard the river on either
*
I
side, in some places changing into sheer rock walls rising
to dizzv heights. Along the great bluff that forms the
westward boundary of the river there is a narrow ledge
known as the "Cliff Walk." The ledge is half a mile or
more in length and juts out over the river, giving one-
some breath-taking views of the heaving waters and thejagged rocks below. Little Eagle Falls is another attrac
tion that should not be overlooked by the sight-seer.
Though it is small as compared with the great Falls of
the Cumberland, it is of especial interest and is readily
accessible as it is only a mile or so away. Then there are
Lover's Leap, Natural Bridge, the Lookout and many
other topographic freaks which will appeal to the sight
seer.
Another attraction that lures Jiiany visitors to Cumber
land Falls is the bass fishing. While not as good as could
be if fishing laws were better respected and conservation
interests develof>ed, the angler will find the bass fishing
up to average under favorable conditions. The small-
mouths of the Cumberland and its small tributaries are
real, tackle smashing warriors. Should the angler hook a
two pounder in the Devil Shoals, he has a fight on his
hands, and he is an artist if he wins the bout. The
channel catfish, locally called bluecat, is another gamey
scrapper to try the angler's mettle. Other species are
perch, large-mouth bass, sunfish and catfish. Many huge
[Continued on page 46]
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Cumberland Falls and park area from the air. I Bowrrtan Park Aero Co.
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A n Inviting Nook
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James Lane Allen, A Classical Tragedian
By Earl L. W. Heck
OF ALL the writers of the late nineteenth and
twentieth centuries perhaps no one has so closely
approached the classic ideal as James Lane Allen.
He has made the Blue Grass Region of Kentucky some
thing of the delightful Arcady we might imagine ancient
Attica to have been during the Peri-
clean period. Not amidst Aegean
breezes nor in olive groves; but in
remnants of the virgin forest and on
cool hillsides of Kentucky Blue Grass
he lays the scenes of his stories..
"The chords of landscape harmony
are very simple; nothing but softness
and amenity, grace and repose, delicacy
and elegance."
Like Aeschylus and Sophocles, he
shows the tragic outcome of the loves
of the high-born John Gray and Mrs.
Falconer; like Euripides, he too deals
with commoner folk, but always with
their tragic fight with Nature, as Hilary
and Daphne in "Summer in Arcady."
"The Bride of the Mistletoe" is a
masterpiece of classic simplicity. Two
characters only are involved—a man
and his wife; involved in those same
mysterious workings of Nature, so
cryptic, so illusive, and so hard for
poor mortals to understand. The
action, like the old Grecian dramas, is
continuous and takes place in the short
interval of twenty-four hours.
Man's place in Nature is the universal topic of Allen,
just as it was the universal topic of all writers of classic
tragedy. Man and his relation with man, or man and his
relation with the intricacies of the universe is what we here
mean bv nature.
In "The Reign of Law," David like Orestes struggles
against worldly corruption of ideals; David for ideals of
thought, Orestes for ideals of filial devotion. The only
difference is that Orestes dies with the feeling that all
human effort is in vain, while David lives on with the
feeling that he might yet accomplish at
least a little. "A Kentucky Cardinal"
and "Aftermath," are studies of a man
and woman in their relation with love
and death. The death of the cardinal
brings man and woman face to face
with l)are elemental tragedies of na
ture. H only they could learn how to
avert this! After the death of the
cardinal there is a bit of happiness; but
the death of Georgiana brings Adam
Moss closer to the universal. "For the
life of you, my son. the life of your
mother was taken." Cold, cruel relent
less nature! But yet how good and
beautiful is this nature "For the thing
that took your mother, gave me you."
Out of this, then, the classicists make
sublime tragedies.
"I will go softly all my years," says
Mrs. Falconer when she hears that
John Gray is married. There is no
counterpart in Grecian tragedy to this
episode in "The Choir Invisible," but
it is likely that Aeschylus or Sophocles
would have handled the situation in
much the same manner; for quiet resig
nation from things earthly as well as violent death contains
the essence of great tragedy.
"The Kentucky Warbler" is a delightful description of
a primeval Kentucky forest—one that suggests the haunts[Continued on page 47]
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James Lane Allen
/^35«99aHM(>SUU
'Scarlet Gate." home of James Lane Allen throughout his youth. —Lafayette Studio
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Harrodsburg's National Clark A4emorial
Ground for $100,000 National Monument to George Rogers Clark at Harrodsburg to be
broken June 16 by Governor LafFoon—Harrodsburg Will Celebrate 158th Birthday
Front of MemoriaL George Rogers Clark is central figure.
Aerial view of planned Federal Memorial showing granite map of Clark's route to Northwest Territory, entrance at right
faces Fort Harrod.
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T:reasure i rove
By Margaret H. Francis
Stanford, Ky.
Acknowledging Mrs. C. F. Norton's "Transylvania Library and Book List''
KENTUCKY'S beauties of fall and cave, of moun
tain and blue grass, have been told in song and
story, history and tourist guide,
but few know that her treasures of
art and literature are as rich as her
natural wonders.
The library of Transylvania Uni
versity at Lexington with its 18,000
old books, and 10.000 pamphlets is
Kentucky's richest literary possession,
and among the most valuable college
owned libraries in this country.
One stands in awe before this col
lection of rare books, recalling that
Kentucky, when the foundation of
Transylvania was laid, was separated
from the coastal states by days of
dangerous and toilsome joumeyings
over mountain and forest, and that
Lexington, little removed in time
from a pioneer settlement, could
mother a school that soon would place
her as the "Athens of the West" in
things cultural.
The nucleus of the library was a
gift of books presented to the then
"Transylvania Seminary" by the Rev.
John Todd of Virginia, and acknowl
edged by the board of the school at
its second meeting—then at Crows
Station. Lincoln County, 1784.
In 1798, Transylvania Seminary
was merged with Pisgah Academy at
Lexington, and the far sighted school fathers, eager that
the West should have "learning," and "have it more
abundantly," instituted a department of law and another
of medicine. Meanwhile the library was growing, both
through gift and purchase by the school.
In 1821 Dr. Charles Caldwell was
sent to Paris with the sum of $17,000
to buy books for the school and in
1839 Dr. Porter and Dr. Bush were
sent on a similar mission to London
and Paris.
Dr. Caldwell's purchase was for
the medical library, and as he says in
his diary "due to the ravages and
wastelaying of the French Revolu
tion many priceless books were put
upon the market, and he was able to
procure on favourable terms many of
the choicest of the fathers of medi
cine from Hippocrates to the Revival
of Letters."
These early purchases bear such
dates as 1533, 1534, I698, 1635.
Valuable and beautifully illustrated
medical botanies and natural histories
are found in the medical library and
bespeak the influence of Rafinesque
"the most learned man in America,"
who was at one time connected with
Transylvania.
The books in the law library are
dated 1650, 1658, 1661, through a
long list. They are still in their origi
nal bindings.
It would be of interest to know if
George Nicholas, founder of the
Transylvania Law School, and framer of Kentucky's first
constitution, had anything to do with the selection of these
T-\VTJ
Title page of a medical folio, the works
of Hildanus, 1646.
awfi iii.
Transylvania volumes showing marks of former distingmshed
ownership. One bears the coat of arms of Queen Marie
Antoinette, another of Charles X, King of France.
[Continued on page 47]
Manuscripts in the Transylvania library. On one of these
George Washington wrote his name.
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MAY QUEEN'S CORONATION AT STATE UNIVERSITY -I.afa\ctte Studio, [.exiiiflton
Miss Ruth Wehle, of Lexington, was crowned May Queen by the University of Kentucky this year. Miss Wehle has been
selected to represent the State University at the coming Mountain Laurel Festival at Clear Creek Springs.
THREE CALIFORNIA "KENTUCKY COLONELS" WILL RECEIVE SHRINERS
Left to right: Colonel Armstrong, Colonel Youngworth and Colonel Michael. When Kentucky Shriners attend the
national convention of the Mystic Shrine of North America in San Francisco during July, 1932, they will receive real Cali
fornia hospitality at the hands of a special committee of three Kentucky Colonels. The three Shriners from California
who have been honored by being commissioned Kentucky Colonels are Leo V. Youngworth, of Los Angeles, past imperial
potentate of the Mystic Shrine of North America; Colonel Luther Michael, of San Leandro, California's dahlia king, a native
of Cynthiana. Kentucky, and Colonel Newton W. Armstrong, also of San Leandro, who visited Frankfort recently.
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Col. A4.eade's "La Chaumiere du Prairie
By Elizabeth Mkade Creighton Robinson
Grand-daughter oj Col. Daoid Meade
IT HAS ever l>ceii uJiialter of wonder that Culuncl
David Meadt shuuld have left his lovely home, May-
cox. iti Virginia, to establish a home in the wilderness
of Kentucky, which he did in 1796. "Chaumiere" was
most unusual in its day and was made beautiful by the
tastes and genius
of one man, who was
unaided by landscape-
gardeners or horticul
turists. Many brilHant
men and women, who
were guests at Chau-
miere. have written en
thusiastically and beau
tifully of that. enchant
ing place and so I might
well hesitate to add my
contribution, but that 1
have always had the
most intense admiration
for the grandeurs of
the past, and would
willingly give up all
modem improvements,
radio, everything per
taining to the present,
to have lived in those
olden days.
I have heard so many
delightful things about
Col. Meade and Chau-
miere that it is diflficult
to know where to begin
or where to leave off. I
have a photograph copy
of a painting, by Thomas tludson, instructor of Sir Joshua
Reynolds, of Colonel David Meade. He is most attractive,
with the Colonial dress and three-cornered hat under his
arm. He was eight )cars of age when this was painted
in 1752. It was at this tiine that he was sent to England
to be educated at Harrow-on-the-Hill and remained in
England ten years where his associates were men and
women of high rank and where he was much feted. He
returned to America
with many English no
tions of a truly charm
ing country - seat and
having ample means to
gratify his tastes he
made of "Maycox" all
that could be desired in
a home, and yet it is
around "Chaumiere"
that all the beauty and
romance is centered and
where for 40 years Col.
Meade lived and shared
the beauty and com
forts of his home, for
he was noted for his
hospitality. Chaumiere.
with its beautiful and
romantic name, was in
deed romantic with its
serpentine walk (where
lovers would loiter),
artificial lake, deer-
parks and an excava
tion, which was called
by a poetic gentleman,
a "dimple on the cheek
of nature."
Colonel Meade ha<l
the most courtly manners and tradition says, while enter
taining a distinguished gentleman, neither he nor his guest
[Coniinued on page 48]
'La Chaiuniere.'
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I
'La Chaumiere du Prairie" as it look® today. The octagonal wing at right is of the original home—the remainder has been
restored. It is located near U. S. 68, nine miles south of Lexington.
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University of Kentucky Radio Studios
Broad Educational Program is broadcast from University Extension Studios of Station AS.
Elmer G. Sulzer is director
11
BLUE AND WHITE ORCHESTRA
Left to right: John F. Young, Earl Senff, Zave Schuler, Herb Schoep-
flin. Hugh Adcock, Max Kerr, Spud Spalding, Gene Royse, Jim
McGurk, Harry Thompson.
Ready for farm topics talk—W. W. Magill, Miss Florence Imlay, Bruce
Poundatone ("sub" for L. C. Brewer) and Ralph Johnson, announcer^
President Frank L. McVey prepares to deliver one of Blue and White Orchestra, wifh Wesley Carter, head announcer, at
bis monthly talks on "World Affairs," Burman the microphone.
Pearlman, Introducer.
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A Debt Repaid—A Xrue Story
By Ethei. Brooks Koukk
Miami, fla.
t l-TtU(•rly oj HudULuh, and Grand-daughUr of Former Luut. (Jovt-niui J\>kii (J. .1
JN TIJK liix Saiid\ \'allcy of old Kcjitucky in 1863.
when a nation was divided against itself, thiis incident
occurred.
All the able-lHKlied men of the State were lighting, some
•111 one side and some on the other; and all around the
little town of Prestonsburg there remained only women,
children and a few old men.
General Grant's army had taken possession of the terri
tory around Prestonsburg and was holding it. not know
ing that General Forrest and his men were concealed
closely in the background.
In a colonial mansion in the heart of the t<jwn lived the
Harkinses. one of the oldest and most prominent families
in the Blue Grass State. The only members of the family
left at home now were Mrs. Harkins. her little eleven-
year-old son Walter, and a faithful old negro servant.
It was generally understood that before Captain Harkins
marched off with his Confederate soldiers, he gave his be
loved wife seven thousand dollars in gold, and that she
had not put the money in a bank but had hidden it about
the premises of the Harkins home.
Raid after raid was made on this homestead by northern
^oldie^s to secure the money and the place soon showed
results of the pillage—fences burned, bullet-holes in the
windows, furniture broken, and much of the finery carried
away, yet no raider ever succeeded in finding the gold.
On a fine August day. in 1863. a particularly bold regi
ment of Grant's army made headquarters in Prestonsburg.
Prestonsburg, scene of this interesting war episode.
They too soon heard of the hiildcn ircasun- -seven tlioii
sand dollars in gold—and decided tu get if at any cost.
The Major was a.s a%aricious as his soldiers, and decided
to lead the men on their raid of the Harkins home. He
demanded entrance ujxjn their arrival but the frightened,
trembling Mrs. Harkins refused. The Major ordered
the door broken in and the soldiers burst in ui>on her.
There was no one to stop them—nothing but a woman's
plea, an old Negro servant, and a frightened child.
The soldiers went from room to room searching, smash
ing, destroying and leaving only wreckage behind. Hut
even at the expense of seeing her home ruined. .Vlrs,
Harkins stubbornly refused to disclose the secret hiding
place of the gold.
Every corner and crevice were searched and re-searched
—floors ripped up and walls broken down, but still she
refused to tell.
The Major became enraged beyond all reason, lie or
dered his men to take Mrs. Harkins behind the house
and tie her to a tree. This done, he then told her that he
would have her shot if she did not tell them where to find
the gold, but with determination and fortitude she still
refused.
With her little son crying and clinging to her skirts,
and the old Negro servant, terrified and calling on the
Lord for mercy, hovering near, she f^ed a line of eight
soldiers with loaded guns pointed at her. The Major stood
[Continued on page 48]
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Iroquois Stages Polo For Charity
Scenes at Charity Game (Opening Season) of Iroquois Hunt and Polo Club at
' 'Hamburg Place''
Iroquois Team, left to right: Messrs. Spears, Madden, McDowell and
Simpson.
Pat* Thirty-ttihi
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Gov. Laffoon presents winners' cup.
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Man o- War, The "Horse of the Century
Man o' War is the subject of many inquiries and the folloving information from "The Blood
Horse" ansvers many of them
Max O" war is achestnut horse, foaled March 29,
1917, by Fair Play, out of Mahubah, by *Rock
Sand, she out of •Merry Token, by Merry Hamp
ton. next dam Mizpah, by Macgregor.
Man o' War was bred by the late Major August Bel-
mont and was foaled at his Nursery Stud on the George
town pike, about four miles from Lexington, where his
sire and dam were also bred
and foaled. Major Bel-
mont. being interested in
war work and having de
cided to suspend racing
under his own colors dur
ing the period of the war.
instructed Mrs. Ed Kane,
manager of the establish
ment, to have his yearlings
of 1918 prepared for sale
at Saratoga Springs. N. Y.,
in August. Man o' War,
being one of the crop, was
sent to the Fasig-Tipton
Company's paddocks and
there came imder Auction
eer George A. Bain's ham
mer. Man o" War, having
alreadj" been named by
Major Belmont, was a pre
possessing youngster, de
picting strength and force
of character suggestive of
the name he bore. When
he entered the ring there
was spirited bidding. He
was finally knocked down
to Samuel D. Riddle for $5,CXX). Louis Feustel, who was
then training for Mr. Riddle, had been to Kentucky and
had seen this colt in the paddock and had liked him so w^ell
that he was exceedingly happy when his emplo)'er pur
chased him and turned him over to him. Mr. Fetistel broke
Man o' War and trained him throughout his two years
racing.
When he was retired from racing in the autumn of 1920.
Man o' War was sent to Mr. Riddle's farm at Berlin.
Maryland. He remained there until the last week in
January of 1921. when he was brought to Lexington, and
on January 28 at the Kentucky Association course made
his last appearance on a race track. Even though that day
was cold and snowy and the track slushy, there were ap
proximately 2.500 people to see Man o' War gallop a
quarter of a mile down the home stretch, after which he
was delivered by Mr. Feustel to Miss Elizabeth Dain-
gerfield, who at that time had Hinata Farm under
lease.
Man o' War was sent immediately to Hinata Farm and
there had his home until Mr. and l^rs. S. D. Riddle and
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Jeffords established the Faraway
Farm on the Huffman Mill road near I-^xington. The
great stallion was transferred to the new place and con-
tinue<l under tlie managcn^ont of Mi'Js Daingerfield until
she was succeeded in that capacity in 1931 by Harne B
Scott, who is at present in charge.
During his two years of racing Man o' War won twent)
races of his twenty-one starts and earned $249,465. He
won nine of his ten starts and $83,325 at two years old.
his races including Keene Memorial. Youthful. Hudson..
Tremont, United States Hotel. Grand Union Hotel, ami
Hopeful Stakes, the Fu
turity. and a purse race.
He suflfered his only defeat
a two when Upset won the
Sanford Memorial Stakes
from him by one-half a
length. At three he won
all of his eleven starts and
earned $166,140. All wen-
stakes races, namely the
Preakness, Withers, Bel
mont. Dwyer, Miller, Trav-
ers, Lawrence Realization
(won by 100 lengths).
Jockey Club Stakes.
Stuyvesant and Potomac
Handicaps and Kenilworth
Park Gold Cup. He set
five new American racing
rccords.
To the end of the year
1931, Man o' War liad been
represented in the racing in
North America by 108
starters from 147 registered
and named foals (years
1922 to 1929. inclusive).
They had won 430 races
from 2,466 starts, and had earned $1,627,068. first, secotifl
and thir<l monies include<l. The list is ap^>ended:
FOAT.S OF 1Q22
- VcClfT,
Man o* War, photographed on Hinata Farm early in 1921.
after his racing retirement.
Name Dam's Sire Start® wnps Earned
American Flag (Roi Herode") >.17 8 $ 82,725
By Hisself (Collar) 43 8 21.175
First Mate (Broomstick) 81 / 7.06?
Flagship ('Star Ruhv) 96 10 12.741
Florence Nightingale (Yankee) .34 5 18.650
Gun Boat (•Star Shfxit) 36 8 26.500
Lightship (Plaudit) 28 .1 6.25n
Maid At Arms (Trap Rock) 17 / 2Q..VI.'
12 foals, 8 starters ^$2 S2n4.411
Non-starters: Flotilla. Friendship Two.
Homeric, Seaplane.
Artillery (•Wi
Assembly (UU
Corvette (Roi
Edith Cavell
Mars
MHal
I 'Star
FOAI.S OF 102.^
6
4
25 6 $ 12.225
42 18 203.261
20 h 11.235
44 10 69.32<'
1
37 13 128.78^
in 3 3.\3?
{Coufinurd on f'afir 4^]
Pote Tftirlv-ni^f
Pate Forfv
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Shawnee Golf Course
The fairway and clubhouse.
Saab
M
Looking toward the Ohio River.
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Amateur Public Links Championship
By W. F. Farnham
Memhfr Public Links Section Committee, U. S. G. A.
rr^HE Eleventh Annual Competition
I for the Amateur Public Links
Championship of the United States
Golf Association will be played on the
Shawnee Golf Course, Louisville. Ken
tucky. July 19 to 23, 1932, when the James
D. Standish, Jr.. Cup for the Individual
Championship and the Hon. Warren G.
Harding Cup for the Inter-City Champi
onship, will be competed for under the
Rules of this Association. This is the
first major golf championship ever played
in Kentucky.
Each Championship Cup shall be held
until the next Competition in the City
from which the winner shall have entered.
The Winner of the Public Links Cham
pionship shall receive a gold medal, the
runner-up a silver medal, the semi-final
ists bronze medals, and a special prize
will be given for the lowest score in the
Qualifying Round. Each member of the
winning Harding Cup Team shall receive
a gold medal.
Each City may enter not to exceed six
players. They shall be determined in a
local Medal Play Competition of not less
than 36-holes, with authority given the
local U. S. G. A. Representative, if he
elects, to select the players from the low
est twenty (20) gross scores, and he may
also select for the Team, without quali
fication, any player who qualified in the
A,
a
W-
Charles Ferrera (San Francisco,
Cal.), defending champion. Won
James D. Standish, Jr., cup
at St. Paul, Minn., 1931.
Public Links Championship of the year
previous. This Qualifying Competition
must be held in the two weeks com
mencing June 13. 1932. Entrants must
obtain from the Local U. S. G. A. Repre
sentative an official entry blank and re
turn it to him on or before June 5, 1932.
or entry will be rejected.
All score cards in the Medal Play
Rounds must be kept in strict accordance
with "Rule 5. Special Rules for Stroke
Competitions." Competitors failing to
comply with the requirements of this Rule
will be disqualified.
All Amateur players who are eligible
to compete in each local Medal Play Com
petition. upon acceptance of their entries,
are designated as those who. on January
first of the year in which the Tournament
is to be played, were not members of. nor
enjoyed the privileges of a private club
maintaining and supporting its own golf
course, and who have not since that date
ceased to retain this status.
Four players from each City shall con
stitute its Harding Cup Team, whose
names shall be handed to the U. S. G. A.
Secretary by the Team Captain before the
Championship commences. Tuesday. Julv
19, 1932.
Entrants in this Championship may ac
cept their traveling expenses to and from
\Continued on paye 50]
Louisville officials inspect course for forthcoming tournament.
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The Tourists* Paradise
[Contiimed frnvi page 15]
Mountains on one side and the Cumberland River on the
other, continues through Harlan County and in Bell County
to its junction with t*. S. 25 not many miles north of
("timberland Gap.
United States Highway No. 68
Fittingly named "The Historic Trail," U. S. 68 begins
at Maysville, pioneer gateway on the Ohio River and erst
while residence of both Daniel Boone and Simon Kenton.
the fearless scouts. Here also are the historic home and
graves of the Marshalls. The important objectives on
this cross-state route from Maysville to Paducah are so
numerous and of such a high order that it is impossible
in this brief sketch to more than name them.
At Washington are to be seen the first post office in
Kentucky, the slave block on which "Uncle Tom" was
sold and the birthplace of the Confederate General Albert
Sidney Johnston. Some twenty miles farther is Blue
Lick Battlefield State Park, scene of "The Last Battle of
the Revolution." Just beyond, the highway passes the
home of Governor "Stonehammer" Metcalfe. At Paris
are Doyle Spring, the home of Governor Garrard and the
grave of John Fox. Jr.—^his birthplace is nearby on U. S.
227. Noted thoroughbred farms surround this city—on
one. the Claiborne Stud, is Gallant Fox, 1930 Kentucky
Derby winner.
Approaching Lexington, famous horse farms stretch for
miles on either side—Elmendorf, where may he seen the
$50,CXX) statue of Fair Play, sire of Man o' War (and
Man o' War himself is only a few miles distant); the
Greentree Farm, where the "cynosure of all eyes" now is
Twenty Grand, winner of the 1931 Kentucky Derby; the
C. V. Whitney farm, where may be seen a long string of
distinguished sires and the illustrious Regret, the only
filly ever to have won the Kentucky Derby; Old Hickory
Farm. Le Mar Stock Farm and others. A complete list
of the farms and horses around Lexington was published
in the May Derby issue of Kentucky Progress Maga
zine. A short side-trip out of Lexington reaches Idle
Hour Farm, home of Colonel E. R. Bradley's winner of
the 1932 Kentucky Derby—Burgoo King—and the other
great horses of America's most consistent Derby-winning
«ijv)rtsman.
Lexington's attractions are named under "U. S. 60."
except mention of the home of James Lane Allen, the
author, near U. S. 68 south of Lexington and prominent
farms on the route, including the noted Beaumont Stud,
famous for runners, and Hollyrood, noted for trotters:
also, historic "La Chaumiere du Prairie."
Twenty miles south of Lexington U. S. 68 enters the
Kentucky River country, where grouped in one compact
region are the palisades of the Kentucky River, old Shaker-
town. High Bridge. Dix Dam. Lake Herrington and Fort
Harrod. the latter being but one of the several impressive
features of Pioneer Memorial State Park at Harrf^sburg.
No tourist would overlook the opportunity to include
Danville, "home of Centre College." the scene of Dr.
Ephraim McDowell's famous surgical operation of
pioneer days and the .seat of Kentucky's constitutional
convention in 1785. A short side-trip reaches "Travelers'
Rest." home of Lsaac Shelby, Kentucky's first Governor.
Next the highway passes Perryville Battlefield and eon-
tinner throtijjh Lebanon to Springfield, where the record
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of the marriage of Thomas Lincoln and Nancy Hanks is
on exhibit in the courthouse.
Bardstown has a wealth of tourist attractions—"My Old
Kentucky Home." where Foster wrote the immortal song
of that name; St. Joseph's Cathedral, depository of Louis
Philipi '^s priceless paintings and the grave of John Fitch,
recognized by Congress as the inventor of the steamboat
and memorialized by a Congressional monument.
South of Bardstown. reached by a side road, is the
Abbey of Gethsemane. old Trappist Monastery about which
volumes have been written.
Just beyond Hodgenville is the log cabin in which
Abraham Lincoln was l)om. enshrined in a great memorial
now dignified as a National Monument, and visited by
thousands the year round.
The next major objective is Mammoth Cave, ten miles
from Cave City and the center of the proposed Mammoth
Cave National Park area. Mammoth Cave, lighted by
electricity this season for the first time, is so well known
to every school child in almost every country- that descrip
tion of this underground wonder would be superfluous
even if space permitted. Near Bowling Green is the grave
of Patrick Henry's sister. Mrs. Madison.
Between Bowling Green and Hopkinsville is Blue and
Gray State Park, and just beyond, the JefTerson Davis
Monument, second highest in the United States, with eleva
tor to the top for sight-seers. Nearby is a replica of the
birthplace of the leader of the "Lost Cause." erected on
the site of the original house in which the Confederate
T'resident was born. Murray, near U. S. 68. is the home
nf Nathan Stubblefield. inventor of the radio.
United States Highway No. 27
Entering Kentucky at Newport, near which is the his
toric old gray "Castle-on-the-Pike." this route emerging
from the Ohio River hills of Northern Kentucky, crosses
and re-crosses the picturesque Licking River. Not least
among the attractions are the century-old wooden bridges
along the route. The bridge at Cynthiana was the scene of
a famous Civil War battle, and in Battlefield Cemetery at
Cynthiana are many imposing monuments marking the
graves of heroes in this conflict.
Paris and Lexington, on this highway, are described
under "U. S. 68" and "U. S. 60" respectively. Near
Lexington resident farm-owners recently have beautified
the highway and marked the noted thoroughbred estates
for the information of passers-by.
South of Lexington, in the vicinity of Nicholasville.
are Civil War trenches and a National Cemetery, the lat
ter containing the graves of many of the victims of the
bloody Perryville battle.
At Camp Nelson, where the highway crosses the Ken
tucky River, may be seen evidences of Civil War fortifica
tions overlooking the old Wernwag wooden bridge, now
preserved as a relic, and incidentally a wealth of gorgeous
scenery. Nearby is Chimney Rock. Further south is
Camp Dick Robinson.
At Lancaster, the tourist may t»irn off and see the
original of "Uncle Tom's Cabin" and an interesting
pioneer cemetery. Here also is the birthplace of Carrie
Mation.
Historic Stanford has the old Bright's Inn and. not far
distant, the home of the heroic Colonel William Whitley.
first brick house built in Kentucky. Six miles .south of
Stanford is Hall's Gap. from whicli |v)int on the highway
the traveler may l'v>k north as far thr KrntMrk\- River
and «:nnth to the f"nmberland®.
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—Hugh S. Howard, Vcrsailtes
The new "Jo Blackburn Bridge" across the Kentucky River at Tjrrone^U. S. 62~>to be opened by the State Highway De
partment on June 8 with proper ceremonies.
The view from the bridge across the Cumberland River
at Burnside is one of the most beautiful in the State, and
from Cumberland Falls Station one may take a "dry
weather road" of twelve miles to Cumberland Falls, now
a State Park. Near U. S. 27 a few miles beyond is the
Southern Kentucky Natural Bridge, and the route on
south unfolds ever-increasing and bewitching mountain
scenes.
United States Highway No. 25
Covington. U. S. 25 gateway, and Kentucky's second-
largest city, occupies a prominent geographical position as
the apex of an almost triangular-shaped State, reaching
out with the hand of welcome to travelers on trunk routes
north of the Ohio. Points of interest here include Devou
Park, the old Carneal home and the Baker-Hunt Founda
tion. Nearby is Monte Casino church, smallest in the
world.
Just south of Covington are the scenes depicted in John
Uri Lloyd's "Stringtown on the Pike," and at Crittenden
is a flower garden and a typical pioneer Ic^ cabin, main
tained at the request and by funds of the late Curtis G.
Lloyd, brother of the author.
At Georgetown is historic Royal Spring, and from there
to Lexington are many noted thoroughbred farms. I-ex-
ington is covered under *'U. S. 60."
Between Lexington and Richmond are the Iroquois
Hunt grounds, the unrivaled scenic view where the "Clay's
Ferry" bridge crosses the Kentucky River, and several
of Kentucky's most beautiful Colonial homes. Of rare
interest at Richmond is the preserved stone, in the court
yard, where Squire Boone carved his name and "1770."
At Berea is the noted mountain college. Near Mt. Vernon
is Great Salt Peter Cave.
Near London, U. S. 25 passes Kentucky's newest—yet
oldest—State Park, the Wilderness Road Park. At Cor-
bin, where a newly-built State highway leads eighteen miles
to famous Cumberland Falls, the route splits into U. S.
25-E and U. S. 25-W. The latter at Williamsburg crosses
the Cumberland River near century-old King's Mill, and
taps some of the most beautiful mountain scenery in the
State. U. S. 25-E boasts such major attractions as Dr.
Walker State Park at Barbourville, Cumberland State Park
at Pineville, and Fern Lake Pinnacle Mountain and Cum
berland Gap at Middlesboro.
United States Highway Nos. 31-E and 31-W
Louisville, the gateway to both U. S. 31-E and 31-W,
has been described under "U. S. 60." The leading points
of interest on U. S. 31-E, at Bardstown, Hodgenville and
vicinity, are enumerated under "U. S. 68."
Elizabethtown, scene of "Morgan's Raid," is the first
tourist stop on U. S. 31-W after passing Fort Knox
(described in "U. S. 60") and scenic Muldraugh Hill.
The Brown-Pusey Community House is well worth a visit
here.
Munfordville, where is preserved the old inn at which
Andrew Jackson stopped, is preparing to mark, for the
benefit of tourists, the Munfordville Civil War Battlefield.
Nearby is "Glen Lily," home of General Simon Boliver
Buckner and a charming retreat.
Mammoth Cave National Park, described under "U. S.
68," is reached from Cave City. In this section are many
of Kentucky's most noted caverns.
Bowling Green, of Civil War fame, and Franklin, noted
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for mineral springs,, attract many tourists on this trunk
route of the Dixie Highway. Bowling Green has planted
trees along the highway—the "Road of Remembrance"—
to the memory of her World War heroes.
Ky. 90 across southern Kentucky connects western and
southern Kentucky, and Ky. 63 reaches Mulkey Meeting
House State Park in Monroe County.
United States Highway No. 41
Henderson (described under "U. S. 60") is the gate
way of U. S. 41, the Dixie Bee Line.
Madisonville, the home of Governor Ruby Laffoon. is
the entrance to the heart of the "Pennyrile." A side-trip
from Earlington reaches Dawson Springs, noted for years
as a summer resort and more recently as the seat of a
United States Veterans Hospital that has become a city
in itself.
The rugged scenery along the Tradewater River near
Dawson Springs gives to this territory an unusual touch
of nature relished by the visiting tourist.
At Hopkinsville, if the tourist is not aware of it sooner,
no doubt is left of the fact that one is "Down in Dixie."
The air of hospitality, the "shuffling darkies" and the view
in the distance of the tall Jefferson Davis obelisk (described
under "N. S. 68") in turn confirm the impression.
U. S. 41 splits into 41-E and 41-W at Hopkinsville, giv
ing a choice of routes south into Tennessee.
United States Highway No. 45
Paducah (described under "U. S. 60"), chief city of
the Purchase, is the entrance to Kentucky on the Ohio
River for U. S. 45.
Mayfield, city of fine streets and yfclept "The Pearl of
the Purchase," is the seat of an important clay mining
industry.
Here in the Mayfield Cemetery is one of the oddest at
tractions in a "Believe It or Not" touring world. Colonel
Wooldridge, before his death, invested his bachelor fortune
in a strange procession-like group of statues of himself on
his favorite horse, of his four brothers, his sister and three
sweethearts, two nieces, two dogs, one deer and one fox.
Today, curious-minded visitors are making Colonel Wool-
dridge's memorial investment a "gold mine" to add to
Mayfield's rich clay mines.
U. S. 45 is joined by U. S. 51 at Fulton, Ky., on the
Kentucky-Tennessee line (]X)ints of interest named under
••U. S. 5'l").
United States Highway No. 51
WicklitTc (described under "U. S. 60"), at the junction
of the Ohio and Mississii)pi rivers, is at the head of the
shortest trunk route crossing Kentucky—U. S. 51. Short
as the distance is across this western tip of Kentucky, there
are several outstanding attractions near this route.
A short side-trip reaches Columbus, intended by Thomas
Jefferson to be the capital of the United States, where plans
are under way for a State park. This city, best known
for its removal bodily by the Red Cross during the 1927
Mississippi River flood, has cannon. Civil War trenches
and the original anchor and chain swung across the Mis
sissippi by the Confederates to stop the Federal gunboats,
all as a nucleus for the proposed Columbus-Belmont Bat
tlefield Park.
Another side-trip, passing through Cayce, the home of
"Casey Jones" of song fame, and Hickman. queen city of
the Mississippi River "Iron Banks," takes one to famous
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Reeltoot Lake, "happy hunting grounds" of the West
Tennessee-Kentucky region. The vast lake was created by
an earthquake in 181L
United States Highway No. 42
U. S. 42, the newest-completed and shortest route be
tween Louisville and Cincinnati, is mainly a through
thoroughfare but, as a touring route, has many interesting
sights and is a good connection for motoring "rambles"
through Northern and Central Kentucky. (For Louisville
and Covington, see "U. S. 60" and "U. S. 25.")
South of Covington it passes near Big Bone Lick, where
great mastodon bones have been discovered. At Warsaw,
recently the location for one of the Government air fields,
brings the highway to the Ohio River and it follows the
Ohio to Carrollton. seat of Butler Memorial State Park.
From either of these points the tourist may turn south
by way of U. S. 227 through the beautiful hills of "Sweet
Owen" to Central Kentucky.
The Kentucky River joins the Ohio at Carrollton. and
nearby the highway passes through the "Valley of Little
Kaintuck." At Carrollton or Bedford, the tourist may
turn south over another route reaching into Central Ken
tucky, all of these roads forming a network for circular
tours of much interest.
Before reaching Louisville, the traveler may also turn
to another route into the "Falls City" that passes through
Pewee Valley, home of the author of "The Little Colonel."
United States Highway No. 62
U. S. 62. a direct route from Maysville to Paducah for
through travel, passes through Versailles, Lawrenceburg.
Bardstown. Elizabethtown and other touring centers that
are described under other highways above.
All in all, Kentucky is a mammoth park itself, located
in the very heart of national travel and gridironed with
good highways. As the Campbellsville News-Journal says.
"Kentucky was once known as the 'Detour State' and now
is the 'Do Tour State.' "
Folk Song Festival Colorful June Event
[ContUnted from page 23]
fiddle, the banjo and so on. Jilson Setters. "The Singin'
Fiddler of Lost Hope Hollow," is on the program. Set
ters. who sings and fiddles more than two hundred rare
Elizabetlian and early American ballads, came into national
fame a few years ago when Roxy brought him out of
the Kentucky mountains to fiddle and sing ballads for
New York audiences at Roxy's theatre—the largest mo
tion picture house in the world. He later made records
for the Victor Talking Machine Company and gained
further prominence as a subject for one of Miss Thomas*
magazine articles.
Another feature is known as "The Musical Martins."
James Martin, mountain banjo picker, is the father of a
musical family—^liis son. Earl, plays the guitar and his
daughter, Martha Bell, is a cliarming singer of rare
Elizabethan and early American ballads. Two neighlxjrs
complete the musical quintet—Earl Neal. who plays the
dulcimer, and Lucy Fields, niece of a former Kentucky
governor. James Martin's little daughter, Dorothy May.
and a younger son, Bobby, also will take part in the pro
gram. None of the Martins ever had a music lesson,
yet each one both sings ballads and plays a musical in
strument.
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"Bunyan Day and His Mountain Minstrels" also are
on the program. Bunyan, who plays the guitar, is the
son of James Willie Day. noted author of the ballad,
''Rowan County Troubles." which tells the story of the
Martin-Tolliver feud. With Bunyan in his Minstrels are:
Canas Williams, fiddler; Uncle Tom West, dulcimer
player, and Walter Caldwell and youthful Jinimie Wil
liams, ballad singers. Caldvfell hails from Knott County
and recently recorded some of his rare ballads for the
Department of Music of the Library of Congress.
The festival program will begin at 3 o'clock Sunday
afternoon, June 12. To reach the cabin from Ashland,
follow U. S. 60 to Cannonsburg. then U. S. 23 for seven
miles to a marked intersecting dirt road to the right.
Follow the dirt road two miles to the cabin. "Festival"
signs will be p>osted all along the latter road. There is
no admission charge and visitors are welcome.
American Folk Songs
Clinton (Okla.) News
For a comparatively young nation, the United States
has a wealth of folk songs, as many private collections
has revealed. Many of the best are the products of isola
tion. as in the mountains of Kentucky. The Negro cabins
in the South and the lumber camps of the North have
made their contributions. The ojien cattle ranges of the
West, where the cowboys once roamed freely, produced
many songs.
But such isolation is largely of the past. Moreover,
music of all varieties, from classics to jazz, now pen
etrates to the remotest communities through the radio
and other instruments. But it is a penalty of such prog
ress that the folk songs are in danger of being lost. For
this reason, the Library of Congress has undertaken the
commendable task of making a national collection of
American folk songs. As this is a public enterprise, it
should find active support in all sections of the country.
Kentucky's Latest Park Opens This
Month
[Continued from page 25j
Company.' were surprised, while in camp at night, be
tween the Big and Little Laurel rivers by a party of
Indians and totally defeated, with a loss of 21 persons
killed and the rest dispersed or made prisoners."
The more than twenty victims were buried in two large
graves near the Big Spring close by. Visitors to the park
will see the scene of this liarrowing episode of pioneer
days. A pewter platter, prized possession of the pioneers,
was recently plowed up at the "Defeated Camp" site.
Historic Pioneer Home
Other points of historic interest in or adjacent to the
Wilderness Road Park are:
\. The old Slate Lick Baptist Church, at which Gen.
Joe Wheeler was encamped with a detachment of Con
federate troops in the War Between the States.
2. The Freeman-Jackson family cemetery, in which
soldiers of four wars are buried.
3. The home of Miss Ella Jackson, one of the donors
of the park. This is a large hewed-log building with a
massive stone chimney, erected in 1795 by John Freeman,
Revolutionary soldier, upon a war grant of 250 acres of
land. During the pioneer days it was one of the noted
taverns on the Wilderness Road and housed man) nota
ble persons traveling between the North and the South.
During its 137 years' existence it has been occupied con
tinuously by three generations of the same family, in the
following order: John Freeman and Family; Mr. Free
man's daughter, Rebecca, and her husband, Levi Jackson,
and lastly by their children, of whom Miss Ella Jackson,
now occupying the estate, and G. D. Jackson, of Eustis,
Fla., are the sole survivors. Miss Jackson has in the home
a priceless collection of heirlooms, including pioneer furni
ture, old weapons, personal belongings and historical doc
uments of great interest and value. John Freeman's grave
is still marked by the original limestone gravestone of
those days.
Park Area Donated
In December, 1931, after negotiations had been carried
on for several months through a committee of Laurel
County citizens composed of Lee B. McHargue, Chas.
Chandler, Russell Dyche and Nat B. Sewell, the present
park area was deeded to the State of Kentucky for public
park purposes by G. D. Jackson and Miss Ella Jackson.
The State Park Commission, of which Mrs. James Darnell
was then secretary, accepted the property for the State.
Mrs. Emma Guy Cromwell, who succeeded Mrs. Darnell,
is now making arrangements for the formal dedication in
July, or possibly June.
An additional donation of several acres of land adjacent
to the site of the "Defeated Camp" and including right-of-
way from the Dixie Highway to the entrance to the park
was made recently by John Parker. A survey for the
road, 3,100 feet, has been made and construction will be
started at once. Plans also are under way for the erection
of a typical big pioneer log house at "Defeated Camp" to
be us^ as an administration building, museum and enter
tainment center for visitors. The Louisville & Nashville
Railroad Company is generously assisting in the park
plans.
Road Bulletin
[Coniinned from page 27]
Henderson, gravel and traffic bound stone; Henderson, Mur-
ganfield, Marion ta Livingston County line, paved; from
Livingston-Crittenden County line to LaCenter, good gravel;
LaCenter to Wickliffe. paved.
U. S. 62—Maysville to Wickliffe, all weather surface except
2.3 miles under construction between Versailles and Lawrence-
burg passable and six miles earth between Kuttawa and Smith-
land.
U. S. 68—Maysville to Lexington to Harrodsburg. black top,
seven miles being reconstructed between Harrodsburg and
Perryville, no interference to traffic: Perryville to Springfield,
black top and eleven miles traffic bound macadam; Spring
field to Bardstown, paved; Bardstown to Bowling Green to
Hopkinsville, all black top except traffic bound macadam for
first one mile east of Horse Cave; Hopkinsville to Paducah.
70 miles gravel, ten miles paved.
U. S. 123—Jenkins to Wasioto, paved and traffic bound.
U. S. 168—Louisville to Bardstown to Springfield, paved and
black top; Springfield to Perryville, eleven miles traffic bound
macadam and black top; Perryville to Danville to Stanford to
Crab Orchard, black top; Crab Orchard to Mt. Vemon, traffic
bound stone, good condition.
U. S. 227^—Carrollton-Owenton-Staniping Ground-George-
town-Paris-Winchester to Richmond, all paved.
KY. 7—Salyersville-Royalton road, seven miles traffic bound
macadam.
KY. 10—Fullerton-Vanceburg-Maysville-Covington. Fuller-
ton to Vanceburg, gravel remainder black top, except from
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Lewis County line to Maysville which is rough macadam and
2.5 miles traffic bound macadam in Pendleton County.
KY. 11—Maysville-Flemingsburg-Mt. Sterling, asphalt and
black top.
KY. 15—Winchester to Whitesburg. stone and gravel.
KY. 17—Covington-Falniouth. all paved.
KY. 19—Beginning at Georgetown via Cynthiana. Milford,
I'owersville. Brooksville to Augusta. Graded earth, Oddville
to Claysville; road under construction from Claysville to
Milford; through traffic from Brooksville to Cynthiana should
use route KY. 19 to Powersville, KY. 10 to Falmouth and
U- S. 27 to Cynthiana. Detour passable at all times.
KY. 21—Berea and Kingston to McKee and Manchester,
traffic bound macadam in good condition.
KY. 33—Versailles-Danville road, black top.
KY. 35—Graefenburg to Jamestown. Black top to Huston-
ville; gravel and traffic bound limestone from Hustonville to
Russell Springs, passable at all times; Russell Springs to
Jamestown, six niiles paved; Jamestown. 4.5 miles toward
.\lbany, graded; remainder to Albany, unimproved county
road: from Albany to Tennessee line, traffic bound macadam,
in good condition.
KY. 37—Frankfort to Milton, 47 miles traffic bound ma
cadam. 14 miles black top.
KY. 40—Frankfort to four miles east of Mt. Sterling, 65
miles black top; Mt. Sterling to Paintsville, 85 miles gravel
and traffic bound limstone; Paintsville to Inez, 6.5 miles
traffic bound limestone. 15 miles earth—not recommended in
wet weather; Inez to Kermit, W. Va., traffic bound macadam.
KY. 52—Lebanon to Ir\*ine, black top except rough ma
cadam between Boyle County line and Lancaster; Irvine to
Beattyville, traffic bound macadam; Paint Lick to Richmond,
under construction, seven mile detour Paint Lick to Richmond
marked.
KY. 53—Shelbyville-LaGrange road under construction.
Passable in dry weather.
KY. 54—Henderson-Owensboro-Fordsville, gravel and traffic
bound macadam.
KY. 55—Carrollton-Shelbyville-Taylorsville, black top. Tay-
lorsville-Bloomfield, paved; Bloomfield to four miles south,
traffic bound stone: then county road poor condition to Spring
field: Springfield-Lebanon-Campbellsville, paved; Campbells-
ville-Columbia. traffic bound stone.
KY. 56—Owensboro to Beech Grove, bank gravel; Beech
Grove to Eastwood Ferry, graded earth, road impassable in
wet weather; Eastwood Ferry to Poole. bank gravel. U. S. 41
closed from Poole to intersection of Wanamaker road. Traffic
detour by way of Cairo and Corydon through Morganfield.
Morganfield to Rocks, surface treated gravel: Rocks to River,
river gravel.
KY. 61—Louisville to Shepherdsville. black top; Shepherds-
ville to Lebanon Junction, traffic bound macadam: Lebanon
Junction to Boston, under construction to Xelson County line,
remainder county road, poor gravel surface: Boston to Rolling
Fork River, traffic bound macadam: black top via Elizabeth-
town to Buffalo and traffic bound macadam to Columbia;
Burkesville to Columbia, graded earth, passable in dry weather.
KY. 65—From U. S. 31-W via Brownsville-Leitchfield road,
black top from U. S. 31-\V to Green River at Brownsville.
Free Ferry at Brownsville runs day and night. Traffic bound
macadam from Green River to Edmonson-Grayson County
line; graded to Meredith; stone to Peonia and Clarkson.
KY. 70—Cave City to Mammoth Cave, black top in good
condition.
KY. 71—Owensboro-Bowling Green-Scottsville. good gravel
and traffic bound macadam surface. Ferry at Green River
between Beaver Dam and Morgantown runs day and night.
Five miles under construction in Allen County between Scotts-
ville and Bowling Green, open to traffic in dry weather.
KY. 80—Bowling Green-Glasgow-Edmonton road, traffic
bound macadam and gravel surface, except 12 miles of graded
earth west of Glasgow in Barren County.
KY. 81—Owensboro-Central City, gravel; Central City-
Drakesboro, traffic bound macadam: Drakesboro-Lewisburg,
graded earth; twelve miles poor surface to Russellville.
KY. 82—Pikeville-Willianison road, black top nine miles,
gravel 23 miles.
KY. 85—Providence-Clay-Sullivan, gravel.
KY. 90^—Burnside-Albany, black top to Monticello; traffic
bound macadam to Clinton County line; black top to Albany.
KY. 91—Princeton-Marion, gravel
KY. 94—From Tennessee River to Murray, gravel; Murray
to Junction KY. 97, black top surface
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KY. 152—Harrodsburg-Spriiigfield road, traffic bound stone
and black top.
KY. 97—Tennessee State line to Mayfield, black top surface.
KY. 181—Greenville-Elkton-Trenton road, traffic bound ma
cadam surface.
Natural Bridge road—Leave KY. 15 at Slade, stone surface
to near Natural Bridge Park.
From Barlow on U. S. 60 to Mound City Ferry, gravel road.
Cumberland Falls road—Leaye U. S. 25-W at Corbin, graded
earth to Cumberland Falls, ford river at Cumberland Falls,
county earth road to U. S. 27 at Parkers Lake. Use chains in
wet weather.
Fullerton-Olive Hill road, thirteen miles good earth road
leading out of Fullerton.
Morehead-Sandy Hook road, graded road, passable in dry
weather.
Louisa-Sandy Hook road, fourteen miles good earth road
leading out of Louisa: remainder county earth, not recom
mended for through traffic.
Cumberland FallsHas Gorgeous Setting
[Continued from paye 29]
catfish have been taken from these waters of the Cinuher-
land River.
The hiinter is attracted to the timbered hills and the
dark ravines for they harbor a variety of small game.
Squirrels and rabbits are to be foimd in considerable num
bers. Pheasants drum in the underbrush, and even that
noble bird, the wild turkey, has managed to hold its own
against the ravages of predatory animals and game hog:<
and is found in limited numbers. Fur-bearing animals are
still quite numerous. While the natural increase of wild
life has barely kept pace with the demands made upon it, if
given reasonable protection in a short time this country
would be a veritable hvmter's paradise.
Camping is one of the thrilling joys of the tourist and in
this picturesque country the camper will not be disa])-
j)ointed. While there are no motlern. equipped camp
grounds. the camper can find many desirable campsites
among the hills and along the river where he can tarry for
days in peaceand solitude. Pure, freestone water is plenti
ful everywhere. Dead wood is always available and free
for the taking. The hordes of mosquitoes that mar the
pleasures of campers of the North are rarely known here.
This land of pleasant sunshine, primeval freshness, and
picturesque beauty will create a lasting impression on the
mind of the camper, and will long remain a pleasant
memory of happy days well spent.
As the Park is maintained as a summer resort, com
fortable hotel accommodations can be obtained at the Brun-
son Inn by those who do not care to camp. Swimming,
dancing, boating, and horse-back riding through the hills
are the usual sports. The visitor may establish himself at
the hotel and go out on short or long trips as suits his own
convenience. He may go alone or he can join the crowds
that are daily organized at the hotel during the summer
season under a competent guide to visit the scenic attrac
tions of the Park.
There are two gateways to the Park by automobile.
The western entrance by Cumberland Falls Station was
for years the most popular owing to the shorter distance
from the highway. By this route the motorist goes over
an average dirt road 12 miles in length, which is easily
traversed during the summer. However, the most popu
lar route now seems to be the graded and drained road
from Corbin, the eastern gateway, to the Park. This re
cently constructed road is eighteen feet wide and eighteen
miles long, and being in good condition, makes the greater
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distance no obstacle. Both these roads are important
links in the National Park-to-Park Highway and when
improvedand completed will })e one of the State's greatest
assets. As lx)th routes afford wonderful views of majestic
hills and hazy distances, the writer would suggest that the
motorist go in by one gateway and leave by the other and
thereby enjoy the scenery of both routes. This, however,
will necessitate the fording of the river just above the
Falls, which is possible during most of the summer and
fall when the river is low.
Truly, the Cumberland Falls Park region is Nature's
own amphitheatre. In it is the scenery all in readiness for
the actors. The stage setting is picturesque stretches of
the river, rushing creeks, roaring waterfalls, bounded by
impending cliffs and rugged hills that are covered by
masses of green wildness—spreading trees, lovely flowers,
green grass. Among these is the wild life required to
complete the setting. On the stage now comes the actor,
worn and weary from business cares and physical impair
ments. At first he is pictured strolling leisurely about
enjoying the scenic splendor of his surroundings; next he
is wading the streams with rod and creel whipping the
sparkling pools; then he is tramping the wooded hills,
breathing the invigorating air, swimming in the refreshing
streams, or basking in the healthful sunshine. As he goes
along his health improves—^tired brain is refreshed, and
flabby muscles are steeled and bulging. The music is
special, furnished by the local orchestra—it is the roar of
waterfalls, the murmur of the river, the whispering of
the pines, the bark of the fox, the plaintive cry of the
whipporwill. As the actor leaves the stage, he is once
more ready to tackle the problems and labors of the world
from which he sought refuge.
James LaneAllen, A ClassicalTragedian
[Cotttimied from page 31]
of Diana. The Kentucky Warbler is that "rara avis" of
all that is g^eat and sublime. So sublime was it that
Webster attained it only through a dream. Yet what is
more glorious and yet so deeply tragic as a marvelous
dream!
In "Sister Dolorosa" and "The White Cowl," we have
the elements of a pure Grecian tragedy—like Antigone,
the struggle of a soul in defiance of a vow. Sister Do-
lorosa's life was as profound a tragedy as that of Electra.
Both held their vows as sacred even though Sister Dolorosa
once transgressed hers.
Chlemnestra has no counterpart in Allen's characters
with the possible exception of Mrs. Sumner in "The
Sword of Youth." Both were hard. cold, relentless moth
ers, while Mrs. Sumner was a faithful wife. Clytemnestra
dies cursing her offsprings; while Mrs. Sumner dies curs
ing no one. Perhaps Allen may l>e said to be guilty of
introducing a kind of soothing modern touch, but it would
have been illogical to make Mrs. Sumner do otherwise;
for Clytenmestra was an Argive queen, while Mrs. Sum
ner was a simple Kentucky wife and mother.
If Agamemnon has a counterpart in Allen's heroes it is
Joseph Sumner. Both go forth to war for the glory of it;
one for the honor of the fallen house of Sparta, "And
visits Prima's town with vengeance due."
The other goes forth for the cause of the South and
the fallen estate of Sumner. In both cases the question
of honor is involved but there is a difference, for Ken
tucky honor is quite another thing from Spartan honor.
But the treatment of the final outcome is similar. Aga
memnon returns home, a victor, to a horrible death; while
Joseph Sumner returns defeated but for work, when he
himself hardly knew what that word meant. Here a^in
Allen adds a third element which the Greek Classicists
not infrequently omitted.
The element of sacrifice played an imiv)rtant part in
Athenian tragedy. Allen uses the theme in somwhat dif
ferent fashion. Medea destroys herself and her children
when she loses Jason; but in "A Cathedral Singer," when
a careless driver snatches away the life of her talented
young son. Rachel Truesdale. angry with no one. be
comes a great spiritual light in a great city.
In many ways the finest of all of Allen's tragic themes
is his "The Last Christmas Tree: an Idyll of Immortality."
The l»attle between earthly life and the icy snowf^ake is
about over. An evergreen tree, the last thing left alive
speaks. "I then close the train of earthly things. ... I fol-
low all things into their sleep." Thus personifying nature,
the Greek dramatists do not do to this extent.
As for wit and humor in the classical school and Allen,
humor whatever little there is in Greek tragedy is also
used by Allen, sparingly but with ample effect. Only
humor is essentially tragic. We may use plenty of wit in
comedy but it never mixes with good tragedy. Elsie's
tirade against her father comparing him to a buck among
a flock of sheep is humorous because it comes from the
mouth of a sophisticated little girl. Had she been older
it might pass for wit, but as such would have lost its final
tragic significance. Humor is individual while wit is
social. What little humor Aeschylus gives us in Electro
or Sophocles in Oedipus is entirely individual. For the
same reason Shakespeare in Macbeth brings in the humor
of the porter scene immediately following the murder of
Duncan, heightening the effect of the latter by so doing.
The main difference between the stories of James l.ane
Allen and the tragedy of the Athenians is a pliilosophical
rather than the cultural one. The spirit of times has more
to do with this difference tlian the place and people. The
Greeks were essentially a polytheistic p^ple; while the
Kentuckians as moderns are a monotheistic folk. The
literature of the two cultures can never wholly coincide. In
her "Dramas of Aeschylus." Anna Swamvick strikes a
vibrant chord when she said, "Grand and beautful as art-
the classics' gods, they nevertheless fail to touch the deep
est springs of human feeling." What are these deepest
springs of human feeling? Perhaps they are those third
elements which Allen so frequently introduces.
"Treasure Trove"
[Continued from pa^ge 33]
venerable books. Numerous rare Bibles are also in the
library, bearing dates 1564, 1595, 1561 and others.
But the most "most sumptuous" books in the librar>-.
to quote in full from Mrs. Norton. Transylvania librarian
and high priestess of books, are the "classicks," large
vellum bound folios, some of them in perfect condition
though their years are numbered by centuries, four cen
turies the oldest of them.
On the margin are often found notes made by some
reader in Greek letters as clear and perfect as the type.
These rare volumes representing some of the most fa
mous publishers of the sixteenth and seventeenth cen-
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turies, are "jewells in topography" made when printing^
was a fine art.
Chief of these is a copy Diogenes "Laertius" made in
Rome in 1594 and dedicated to Philip of Spain.
Conspicuous for its size and handsome exterior, is a
volume of Plutarch's "Lives" published in Paris in 1624.
Tt weighs sixteen pounds. Some of the vellum bindings
carry a design in tooling which has the appearance of ex
quisitely carved ivory.
One of the most interesting gifts to the library is a
collection of eighty-one folios, including the Hargravc
state trials in England and "presented by his Brittanic
Majesty William IV."
Dry legal records become living action when one finds
here proceedings in the trial of Anne Boleyn and her last
letter, pathetic and loyal to Henry the the trial of
Sir Walter Raleigh, whose history is so linked with the
colonies, of the beautiful and unfortunate Mary Queen of
Scots, the trial of Charles I, and most surprising the pro
ceedings of a legal trial against that dou^ty old rot)ber.
Captain Kidd, "for murder and piracy on the High Seas."
Among these books is also found the first printed edi
tion of the "Doomsday Book" 1783.
The lover of books will greet with affection a modest
two volume edition of Pilgrim's Progress 1736, and ex
amine with interest Captain John Smith's experiences in
Virginia with the "mysterious salvages," reprint of his
1631 edition, recalling that Smith was the author of the
first book written in .\merica.
A small red leather bound book bears in gold the coat
of arms of Marie Antoinette and another the arms of
Charles X of Spain.
Across a manuscript George Washington has written
his name.
The authorship, the ownership, the printing, the book
plates, and the oriental splendor of gold on leather that
binds some of these books, would each make an interesting
volume.
There is much in the Transylvania library to charm and
delight the humble lover of books, but for or»e who really
knows it will indeed l>e found an "Aladdin's cave of literary
treasures."
Col. Meade*s *LaChaumieredu Prairie"
{Continued from page 35]
would suggest l>edtime, as to have done so would have
been impolite, so they both sat up all night.
Colonel Meade and Mrs. Meade were accomplished in
music and theirs was the first piano ever brought to Ken
tucky.
My paternal grandmother was married at Chaumiere
to Judge William Creighton, of ChilHcothe, Ohio, and her
wedding was attended by Aaron Burr and Blennerhassett.
Amongst other distinguished guests who were entertained
at Chaumiere. were Henry Clay. Thomas Jefferson. James
Monroe, and Andrew Jackson. Colonel William Byrd.
founder of Richmond, was allied by marriage to the
Meades as were the Randolphs and Masstes, of Virginia.
Colonel Meade and his wife were all that their slaves
could have wished them to be and all that could care for
themselves were given their freedom, many being well
provided for. All the servants were most devoted and
loyal to the house of Meade. There were twentv house-
servants besides the faithful butler. Dean, and the devoted
H^tsey ^Tiller. who was the lionsekeeixr.
Of the house itself, all that remains of the original
structure, is the octagon drawing-room, with the powder-
rooms and the stone corridor.
A Debt Repaid
[Continued from page 37]
at the end of the line and told them that at the mere
dropping of his sword they were to fire.
A last appeal was made to Mrs. Harkins to reveal the
hiding place, but still she refused.
Up went the gleaming sword, rifles were pointed; once
more the Major commanded her to speak, or die at the
downward stroke of his arm.
In that tense moment when all was still as death, sud
denly-a Sergeant of the Major's army, seized with the
kindly passions of a human heart, stepped forward with
drawn revolver and declared in a voice that cut the still
ness. "Major! Men! Think what you are about to do!
What is gold compared to this woman's life? You men
are sons of good mothers—would you have your mothers
treated like this? God.no! It's an outrage and must stop
now!" Then turning to the Major he said. "I warn you
Major, when you give the order to shoot her I'll fire at
you—and with the remaining bullets I'll fire at these men."
Knowing that he would be court-martialed for this
threat upon a superior officer, and that his only escape was
to call the rebels whom he suspected of being in close
hiding, he quickly turned to the old Negro and whispered:
"You know where General Forrest is; go fetch him—
hurry!"
The old Negro ran as he hadn't run in years, and almost
immediately General Forrest and his cavalry were on the
scene. They surrounded the northern soldiers and soon
gray-clad figures came through corn-fields, meadows,
across the brook, out of the woods, and from ever>'where
it seemed.
The northern Major and all his men were compelled to
surrender and were marched oflf to prison.
**««*«
Forty years later in Prestonsburg, when the War Be
tween the States was but a memory, Lawyer Harkins
entered the Court House to attend criminal court.
He had become too renowned to take petty cases but
that day, somehow, he wandered into the stuffy, crowded
court room where Negroes and white boys were being
tried for shooting craps, chicken-stealing and what not.
His eyes fell upon a prisoner waiting his turn—a white
man but a holx). old and forlorn looking—^a stranger in a *
strange land. The keen eyes of the famous lawyer seemed
to bore into the very soul of that miserable old man until
he seemingly felt the glance and shrank to avoid it. His
case was then called and the vibrant voice of Lawyer
Harkins unexpectedly called out:
"Your honor, may I have the privilege of defending this
man ?"
The Court was astonished and amazed, but granted the
request.
No defense was ever pleaded with more eloquence.
Harkins always swayed his audiences, but this time he
stirred them beyond compare.
His client was freed and told to leave, but slowly and
feebly he approached Mr. Harkins with tears in his eyes
and said. "Sir, I'm only a tramp with no money to pay you.
Why did you so kindly plead my case? I really am guilty,
r difl sleep in the banker's car all night, but I didn.'t steal
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anything from it—^but why have you been so kind ? If I
ever get any money I will gladly pay you."
'"You owe me nothing." said the lawyer, taking the old
man's hands in his and looking deeply into his misty eyes.
**I am the one who owes a debt, and how happy 1 am to
pay it."
The old man was mystified—he could not imderstand.
hut the lawyer continued. "I was the little boy who stood
by his mother'.^ side when you. a northern Sergeant, saved
her life."
Man o* War, The "Horse of the
Century*'
[Continued from page 39]
Name
FOALS OF 1923—Continued
Dam's Sire Starts Wins Earned
7.490
2,100
1,348
24,500
5,150
Old Guard (•Star Ruby) 110
Siren (Jim Gaffney) 6
Swanee (Friar Rock) 10
Taps (Broomstick) 26
Volunteer (•Golden Garter) 49
Warship (Ballot) 6
17 foals, 15 starters
Non-starters: Marina, War Lad.
FOALS OF 1924
.396 77 $468,559
.. 21 $ 884
.. 51 11 32,271
.. 28 12,691
.. 2
.. 7 375
.. 45 17,208
.. 26 2,950
.. 14 1 1,130
.. 24 4 4,000
70 6 8.520
.. 18 5 93,955
53 2 3,815
.. 47 10 27,225
71 11 42,564
7 1 1,350
.. 2
.. 24 5 14.608
Revolver (•Wrack)
Scapa Flow ('Peep o' Day)
Sea Lion ("Star Shoot)
76 $263,54623 foals, 17 starters JIO
Non-starters: Bivouac. Jibber Jib, Machine
Gun, Red. White and Blue, Ship of War.
Stewardess.
FOALS OF 1925
3'; 11 $120,760
9 1 1.200
16 1 4,100
. 6 I 900
, 10 467
, 51 10 10,200
111 13 9.075
32 10 84.190
, 75 13 37,305
4 1 700
. 1
23 8 9,181
25 5 7,830
27 9 13.005
30 4 4,950
26 3 3,051
481 90 $306,914
46 13 $ 21,425
?6 8 20,685
Cassandra (The Manager)
Miss Shrapnel (Superman)
War Flier (Pennant)
Non-starters: Admiral's Lassie, Periscope,
War Darling, Windlass.
FOALS OF 1926
Clyde Van Dusen (Uncle) 32
Constitution (•Peep o' Day) 3
Dreadnaught (Ultimus) 11
Hard Tack ('Rock Sand) 6
Marine (Sunstar) 55
Marine Compass (•Star Shoot) 9
Serenity (Rabelais) 4
Shipmaster (Ultimus) 22
Torp^o (Thrush) 1
Warrior Lass (Ultimus) 6
War Time (Sweep) 60
12
1
2
3
19
1
1
2
i
4
122,112
1,020
22,425
16.820
51,785
900
1.400
4,113
m
5.188
18 foals, 13 starters 281
Non-starters: Betsy Ross. Gobs, Red Gown.
War Horse, War Woman.
67 $268,733
FOALS OF 1927
Armageddon (Rabelais)
Shipshape (•Hourless)
23 5 $ 10,285
7 I 1.250
6 350
22 10 18,380
9
7 100
27 4 6.590
24 2 3,925
2 150
34 8 12,800
4? 2 2,690
1
5
7(i 3 2.650
3
732 35 $ 59,170
Non-starters; Boadicea, Powerful, Sergt.
Mike Donaldson, Uniform.
FOALS OF 1928
Ironclad
War Widow (•McGee)
17 3 $ 5,625
21 7 24.435
4
14 1 1.250
17 4 4,670
, R
14 3 5,680
4
3 1 1,275
20 3 2.610
22 2 3.775
7 2 2.275
10
....
50
161 26 $ 51,645
Non-starters; Firetop, Float, Galleon Gold.
Sarah Constant, Ship Ahoy.
FOALS OF 1929
Afloat (Superman) 2
Argosie (Roi Herode) 4
Arms (•Star Shoot) 4
Crows Feet (Ultimus) 3
Drystone (Marajax) 5
Happy Warrior (Uncle) 7
Horatia (•Golden Broom) 5
Sabastapool (Sardanapale) i 5
Temple Bells (*(k)lden Broom) 8
Tug o' War (Sweep) 3
War Hero (Sweep) 7
200
1.250
550
""i"450
300
300
$ 4,05020 foals, 11 starters 53
Non-starters: Blockade, Boatswain, Cabin
Boy, Escadrille. Fighting Chance, Thirty
Knots, Tokio Belle, Victress, Who Won.
The BIood-Horse has no infontiation as to the earnings
of Man o' War in the nature of service fees. However,
we understand that Mr. Riddle has had fees of $5,(XX) or
arrangements for shares in the produce of outside mares
visiting his horse, whose book he limits to twenty-five
mares
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Amateur Public Links Championship
[Continued from page 41]
Louisville plus $6.00 per day while there from the City
they represent without violating the Amateur Definition.
All entries are subject to the approval of the Executive
Committee of the U. S. G. A., and any entry may be re
jected by the Committee. All disputes shall be settled by
the Executive Committee of this Association whose de
cision shall he final.
Kentucky cities, having public "pay-as-you-play" and
municipal courses, are urged to participate in this tourna
ment to make it the largest from a stand-point of State
wide representation in Kentucky golf history,
Championship Program
Tuesday, July 19—
First Qualifying Round (18 holes).
Wednesday, July 20—
Second Qualifying Round (18 holes).
Lowest 32 aggregate scores for First and Second Quali
fying Rounds to qualify for Match Play.
The Harding Cup will be awarded to the representatives
of that city who shall have the lowest aggregate score for
the 36 holes in the Qualifying Round.
Thursday, July 21—
9.00 A. M.—First Round. 18 holes, Match Plav.
2.00 P. M.—Second Round. 18 holes, Match Pfay.
There will also be Consolation Matches for the non-
qualifiers.
Friday, July 22—
9.00 A. M.—Third Round, 18 holes. Match Play.
2.00 P. M.—Semi-Finals, 18 holes. Match Play.
Saturday. July 23—
9.30 A. M.—Final Match, 36 holes.
Governor LafFoon has issued the following invitation
To the Members of the
United States Golf Association
and the Participants of the
National Public Links Golf Championship
Gentlemen:
It gives me a great deal of pleasure to welcome to
Louisville, and Kentucky. July 19-23 inclusive,
members of the United States Golf Association,
who have been so generous in awarding this great
championship to our State: also, to the teams rep
resenting the Public Links of America.
The members of the United States Golf Associa
tion have shown us the confidence that they have
in the State of Kentucky, by awarding it this
National Championship.
We of Kentucky have planned to make this the
finest, most interesting tournament in the Asso
ciation's history.
The participants of this championship will with
out a doubt find Kentucky not only a great State
hut a great Golfing State and we assure that the
course over which the championship will he played
will demand from the winners their finest shots.
The Governor of Kentucky is proud of his boys,
as well as those of other -states who have the
Pafe Fifi^
courage and determination to win Xatioiial recog
nition through their efforts on Public Golf
Courses. I consider it an honor to welcome
young men who have fought their way up from
scratch.
I wish to further congratulate each boy in this
tournament upon his splendid record which has
enabled him to be selected to represent his home
club.
Yours cordially,
Ruby LafFoon.
Governor of Kentucky.
Located in a beautiful valley along the edge of the Ohio
River, about four miles west of the center of the city,
the Shawnee Golf Course, sometimes called "Shawnee on
Ohio," covers about 145.6 acres of varied terrain. Its
setting is natural, and though rather flat and level, a little
help from the landscape gardeners makes it one of the
loveliest courses around this section.
The course is now six thousand four hundred and
thirty-nine yards, and gfives golfers a wonderful assort
ment of tests. Par is 72. The first nine is three thousand
two hundred and eighty-four yards in length, and calls for
36 strokes, while the second is also supposed to bo tra
versed in 36.
Shawnee Golf Course
1 500 5 10 520 5
2 440 4 11 454 5
3 240 3 12 175 3
4 335 4 13 334 4
5 230 3 14 361 4
6 490 5 15 173 3
7 510 5 16 395 4
8 154 3 17 343 4
9 385 4 18 400 4
Out 3284 36 In 3155 36
Out 3284 36
Total 6439 72
Some of the cities which have entered so far are:
New York City; San Francisco, Cal.; Santa Monica,
Cal.: Bo.ston, Mass.; Atlanta, Ga.; Memphis. Tenn.:
Portland, Ore.; Seattle. Wash.; Tacoma. Wash.; Salt
Lake City. Utah; Spokane, Wash.; Buffalo, N. Y.; Wash
ington. D. C.; Jacksonville, Fla.; St. Louis, Mo.; Daven
port, Iowa; Detroit, Mich.; Chi<Jago, III.; Qncinnati,
Ohio; Nashville, Tenn.; l^s Angeles. Cal.; Louisville,
Ky.; Frankfort. Ky.; Evansville. Ind.; Richmond, Ind.;
Indianapolis, Ind.; Cleveland. Ohio; Akron. Ohio; Colum
bus. Ohio; New Britain. Conn.; Toledo. Ohio; Dayton,
Ohio; Lexington, Ky.; Tulsa, Okla.; Fort Worth. Tex.;
Dallas. Tex.; St. Paul, Minn.; Minneapolis, Minn.: Mil-
waiikee. Wis.; Knoxville. Tenn.; Cliattanooga. Tenn.
Magazine Stimulates Travel
We have several members who are anxious each month
to see new issues of the Kentucky Progress Magazine
and we are confident that through the Commission's pub
lication of this magazine it has stimulated a great deal of
travel to Kentucky.—Dcratur (111.) Motor Club. Hubert
Mills. Manager.
Lexington s Supply of a
City s Most Vital Necessity
WATER!
is Guaranteed by an Inex
haustible Source
Lexington Water Co
INCORPORATED:
F. E. BECK, Vice President
Wilson
Machinery and
Supply Co.
lSCORPORATEI>i
Road Building and
Industrial Machinery
Mill, Mine, Farm
Quarry Supplies
SPECIALIZING IN
Allis-Chalmer Tractors
Austin Graders
Thew Shovels
Novo Pumps
159-151 North Mill St. LEXINGTON, KY.
PHONE ASHLAND 5900
ONE CLEAR FACT
• . • Oh/ of n tanffie of Haimn uipoui qasoiint^
• . • on*' i'9var favt stands out ...
THAT i;00» Cil LF GA^OLIXE
is bought^ nioro iilaee^ by nioro pooplo in Gulf's
27 states because ear owners buy on perform-
ane«» • • • IIk^ oiiIv fa«?t tluit <*ounls.
GULF REFINING COMPANY
INCORPORATED
Kentucky's State Song—^^orld
A/lelody
"MY OLD KENTUCKY HOME"
Stephen Collins Foster
The sun shines bright in my Old Kentucky Home,
*Tis summer, the darkies are gay,
The corn-top^s ripe, and the meadow's in the bloom,
While the birds make music all the day.
The young folks roll on the little cabin floor,
All merry, all happy and bright,
By*m-by hard times comes a knockin' at the door,
Then my Old Kentucky Home, good-night!
CHORUS:
W>ep no more, my lady,
O weep no more today,
We will sing one song for the Old Kentucky Home,
For the Old Kentucky' Home, far away.
They hunt no more for the possum and the coon,
On the meadow, the hill and the shore,
They sing no more by the glimmer of the moon.
On the bench by the old cabin door;
The day goes by like a shadow o'er the heart,
Tis sorrow where all was delight,
The time has come when the darkies have to part,
Then my Old Kentucky Home, good-night!
The head must bow and the back will have to bend,
Wherever the darkey may go;
A few more days and the trouble all will end,
In the field where the sugar-canes grow;
A few more days for to tote the weary load,
No matter, 'twill never be light;
A few more days till we totter on the road,
Then my Old Kentucky Home, good-night!
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